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At 20th and M streets in Washington, you stop and look up—
there, where the FCC used to be, is a
McStarbucks Coffee & Hamburger shop. Yo, where's the FCC?
—Correspondent Harry Cole imagines...

See page 20.

STATION TO STATION

Hundt May Not
Know It, But
Digital Delivered
At NAB ' 95

I

've just added Reed Hundt's name to
the complementary subscription lists for
both The Radio World Magazine and
our technical newspaper Radio World.
Apparently, the chairman of the Federal
Communications Commission is not
acquainted with the radio industry.
At the NAB '95 show last month, our
esteemed federal figurehead delivered an
address to the 83,408 attendees of the world's
largest broadcasting conference in which he
failed to discuss radio. In addition, he turned
down participation in the first mobile demo
of digital radio by aU.S. interest—USA
Digital Radio—saying he didn't have time.
And get this. According to USA Digital
Radio officials, Hundt asked how much new
spectrum the system would require, apparently unaware that the in-hand, on-channel
system does not require new or additional
spectrum. This important factor has been
an industry preoccupation in the U.S. since
the first rumblings of DAB many years ago.
USA Digital's achievement was the most
impressive happening at the show, offering
tangible evidence of an operable AM and
FM digital system. It quite possibly will represent the most significant technical progression for radio within Mr. Hundes lifetime.
Imight suggest to the other FCC commissioners—all of whom found time to participate in USA Digital's 30- minute mobile
demo—that agood talking to with the
chief is in order. Come on, Mr. Chairman,
get with it. The rest of us have astake in
the future of radio.
AAA
As you'll see in our coverage of NAB '95
(page 58 of this issue), digital really made
the headlines throughout the mammoth Las
Vegas broadcasting convention, which drew
more than 83,000 radio, television and
multimedia professionals, a 17 percent
increase over 1994.
In aconversation with one of our reporters,
ABC Radio Networks Marketing VP Marty
Raab commented that the show's everincreasing importance for managers can be
attributed to two factors: economics and
4
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technology. Technology attracts people to
shop on the exhibit floor, he suggested,
while the improved economy has given sta
tions additional revenue. " Isee areal
upward trend in what is happening," he says.
Certainly, alot of that growth can be attributed to the explosive growth of digital products.
The Big "D" has been the industry buzzword
throughout the 1990s, but it seems this was the
year that many of the new products and technologies we've been hearing about were committed to imaginative new applications.
The evolution of the radio industry is no
longer just apromise; the road to the future
is now being paved.
NAB '95 was an empowering, inspiring
event. My hearty congratulations to the
forces behind USA Digital Radio and the
many other companies taking the future of
radio by the horns.
AAA
Looking through some past issues of Radio
World newspaper, Icame across the first article we ever wrote on anew technology introduced here by the European Broadcasting
Union—RDS. In April 1989, then-reporter
John Gatski wrote that "although there are
firmly entrenched opinions, pro and con,
with regard to subcarriers on FM," little negative effect was noticed in astation test.
Today, RDS—tagged RBDS in the U.S.—
is an established slice of the broadcast pie,
but it continues to struggle for widespread
acceptance. Please check out our Special
Report in this issue on Radio Broadcast
Data Services, an examination of how far
the technology has come, what it can do,
what it costs you and its ingenious applications already in place across Europe.
Incidentally, the U.S. piece is written by
someone with a pretty good working
knowledge of the topic—Radio World
newspaper Managing Editor John Gatski.
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Twin Cities Radio
Covets Reputation
As Oddball Market
by

Brian

Lambert

'\117i
1-; tially every Minnesotan grows up with aparent reminding him or her that
\\:nters up here have one great virtue: They keep out the riffraff.
The thinking, of course, is that your typical Sun Belt slacker has no interest
in aplace where it costs $ 1,200 awinter to heat athree-bedroom rambler and hundreds more to maintain asemblance of fashion in Goretex super-thermal polar gear.
Conventional wisdom in the Upper Midwest says that Minnesotans, for better or for
worse, genuinely see themselves- as aregion and aculture apart.
Underpopulated and resistant

This may explain why the Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, the country's
16th-largest radio market, with more than $ 100 million in annual sales, is considered
both underpopulated in terms of stations and largely resistant to the industry's latest
and biggest trends. Evidence: You'll find neither rap nor Howard Stem on the dial here.
"When Icame here from Pittsburgh, Iremember dropping my bags, looking

beeleffles,„,„

around and wondering what Ihad done,"
says KSTP-FM General Manager John
Rohm. " Imean, Minnesota was fly-over
land and my plan was to do my stint and
move on."
Eleven years later, Rohm has obviously
been accepted into the fold. "Ilove it," he
says. "It's agreat market, one that I'm convinced will be atop 10 market early in the
next century. It's got that kind of potential."
For one, while AM is floundering in so
many markets, in the Minneapolis/St. Paul
metro, there are three AM licenses of
major significance: news/talk WCCO, all-

talk KSTP and sports talk KFAN.
As well, no less than nine FMs can boast
power in excess of 95,000 W, giving them
amazing breadth throughout the region.
The other side of the coin, of course, is
that this creates an FCC-sanctioned environment that favors relatively few other
competitors on the dial.
WCCO-AM: market personified

In defining this radio market, however,
competition has mattered less than the
six letters that, in and of themselves,
have practically personified radio to any-

one who lives here or has stepped foot
into this region since the 1920s: WCCOAM.
Most local industry observers agree that
the watershed radio event of the past year
was the dethroning of the CBS O&O giant
as the market's number one 12+ station.
Like many legendary AMs, WCCO's numbers had been sliding for years, and it had
already surrendered its five-decade hold on
25-54.
But when it happened, Minnesotans experienced aspasm of soul-searching and editorializing. For many lifelong residents,
WCCO—a.k.a. The Good Neighbor—with
its mix of Minnesota Twins baseball,
University of Minnesota basketball and football, cornball humor and comfortably worn
congeniality, defined not only radio, but who
we are.
What have we become, Minnesotans
asked, if WCCO, the station we turn to
when blizzards close our schools and tomados rake our trailer parks, is less popular and
important to us than it was last decade, last
year or even last season.
In asense, aclear portrait of the entire
radio landscape in this market could be
sketched by explaining how stations, formats and leadership have positioned
themselves against WCCO, aforce as
definitive of Minneapolis/St. Paul as snow
is of winter.
The primary beneficiary of WCCO's slide
was Cap Cities/ABC's KQRS-FM/AM, a
phenomenally successful AOR that billed
$15.5 million last year. One of its strongest
suits is "The KQ Morning Crew," hosted by
43-year-old Tom Barnard, born and raised
in Minnesota.
The fall '94 Arbitron book gave Barnard
and his gang a22.8 share in morning drive
among 25-54 year-olds, the biggest share of
any morning show in the top 25 radio markets. WCCO, in second place, commanded
an 11.2 share.
Downward drift

WCCO, under then-GM Rand Gottlieb,
had taken aresearch-driven, tight format
approach to correcting its downward drift
in market share. The effect was like backing the Titanic up and taking aheadlong
run into the iceberg. Ratings plummeted
and in early January, Gottlieb got the ax
from his CBS bosses in New York. As of
early April, WCCO was still searching for
anew GM.
Still, the station's downfall can't be
pinned on asingle source. Indeed, other
events in the market have demonstrated
that as much as WCCO may have faltered,
other outlets are maturing, fine tuning and
8
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ascending the airwaves of Minneapolis/St.
Paul.
In early 1994, Cap Cities startled the market with the $ 21 million purchase of hardrocking, low- rated ( but 100,000 W)
KRXX-FM, which it promptly transformed into modern rock KEGE, "The
Edge." The buzz was that Cap Cities overpaid by anywhere from $ 3million to $ 6
million as part of astrategy to keep corn.M.innesota lakes are Pclit t
setting for ulazy afternowi nit Iu
friend — or even better, urcli

petitive formats away tiom cash cow
KQRS-FM/AM.
"They say it's more difficult to stay on top
than to get there, but we believe the synergy of our duopoly helps reduce any vulnerability we might have," says KQRS-KEGE
General Manager Mark Steinmetz.
By year-end 1994, the strategy had certainly proved itself, despite debt service on
$21 million. The KQRS-KEGE tandem
controlled ahealthy 33 percent of the 1834 market, with KEGE perched at number
six 12+ in the fall Arbitrons.
Modern rock resistance
The irony to the story is that Twin Cities
listeners had shown stiff resistance to modern rock in any form in the past. Three
years earlier, KJJO-FM tried the format with
little commercial success. Then again, it
didn't help that KJJO has aless-than-terrific signal beaming in from far-fringed
Somerset, Wis.
Two years passed before KEGE and an odd
two-frequency, low-power duopoly called
"Revolution Radio" hit the air. WREV-FM
(105.3) and KREV-FM ( 105.1), under
Cargill Communications operation, have
not posed areal challenge for The Edge,
which has received lavish television and
outdoor advertising support from its owner.
As of the fall book, KREV and WREV are
frozen at about a2.0 share among 18-34
year olds.
Any serious threat to KQRS and KEGE
would most likely come from fast-growing
Chancellor Communications, which has a
duopoly with modem rock KCTZ-FM and

KDWB-FM. The latter is awell-established
mainstream CHR operation it picked up in
late January 1995 from Midcontinent
Media for $ 22 million.
The driving force behind Chancellor is
48-year-old Steve Dinetz, working from an
apparently robust investment budget from
Hix, Muse, Kate and First, aDallas-based
investment firm. Dinetz reportedly has
spent more than $200 million acquiring 14
stations around the
country between late
1993 and January 1995.
Dinetz brought Sheila
Mulcahey
in
from
Chicago as station manager at KCTZ and will
install KDWB's wellregarded GM Marc
Kalman— a
WCCO
alum—as GM of both
properties. Word is that
KCTZ ( and AM simulcast KTCJ) will become
more progressive, while
rumors abound that Chancellor will aim
KDWB toward an older demographic.
Kalman, however, is emphatic that KDWB,
which has been in the top 40 business for 30
years, will stick with what it knows best. While
critics say KDWB's young skewing demos make
for atough sell, Kaltnan's responds, "Ilove this
format. Irove the heritage of this station. We
are successful doing what we do and we're staying with what we've got."
Going couitry
For abrief moment, it looked like the
Twin Cities were going country in abig
way. KEEY-FM, now owned by Disney's
Shamrock Broadcasting, had the format to
itself for alittle over ayear-and-a-half in
the early 1990s and put up some impressive
market share numbers.
But over the span of seven months in 19921993, Colfax Communications outlet
WBOB-FM ( which has aduopoly with
oldies KQQL Kool 108) and Park's KJJO
(after its flirtation with modern rock)
jumped on the buckboard and went country
as well.
A funny thing happened on the way back
to the ranch, though. After acouple ratings books with acumulative 25-54 market
share as high as 15, the three country stations have slid to a 12 share and stayed
there, with little change in their respective
rankings. KEEY has a6.6 share, WBOB a
4.7 and KJJO a2.6, all 25-54.
"We certainly never saw the audience any
larger than a12 or 13 share in any of our perceptual studies," says Mick Anselmo, general
manager of KEEY and KFAN-AM.
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gotten
much easier.
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databases that BIA compiles
to produce Investing in Radio
and BIA '
sRadio Yearbook to
do your own...
•Acquisition Analysis
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"There's no other major market in the country other than Dallas or Houston supporting
three country stations, and I'm guessing that
by the time you print this, the Twin Cities
won't be either."
(Editor's note: Indeed, as the presses are set
to roll, we've learned that KIJO-FM flipped its
format from country to smooth jazz.)
Sports standing
Ansehno and Shamrock have another
concern with the standing of sports talk
KFAN-AM. While "The Fan" is the radio
home of both the NBA Minnesota
Timberwolves and the NFL Vikings, the
station has struggled to break out of the
lower third of metro area stations, in large
part because it has never been able to generate amorning drive show to counter the
home-grown locker room ambiance of
KQRS-FM/AM's Morning Crew.
The Fan's franchise player is its afternoon
drive host and Timberwolves' play-by-play
man Chad Hartman, the son of the Twin
Cities' most prominent newspaper sportswriter and alongtime fixture on WCCO,
Sid Hartman. Rtintor that the younger

•Customized Phone / Fax Lists

Radio Market Competitive Overview

•Call Letter Searches

Stations are ranked in order of Arbitron Fall 1994 12 + ratings. Information provided by BIA
Publications through its MasterAccess Radio Analyzer Database Software.

•Personnel Searches
•And Much, Much More

Station

"Now that I've seen it, I'm
Randy Michaels
President/C00
Jacor Communications
With

MasterAccess,

you can discover and
explore places you never
knew existed..."
Alan Gottesman
First Vice President
PaineWebber, Inc.

/
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BIA PUBLICATIONS, I
NC.
For aFREE brochure,
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703-818-2425
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Freq.

KQRS-FM/AM
92.5/1440
WCCO-AM
830
KDWB-FM
101.3
WLTE-FM
102.9
KSTP-FM
94.5
KEGE-FM
93.7
KQQL-FM
107.9
KEEY-FM
102.1
KSTP-AM
1500
WBOB-FM
100.3
KTCZ-FM/
97.11
KTCJ-AM
690
KJJO-FM
104.1
KFAN-AM
1130
KLBB-AM
1400
KM/REV-FM 105.1/105.3
KCFE-FM
105.7
WIMN-AM
1220
WWTC-AM
1280
WIXK-FM
107.1
WMIN-AM
740
WIXK-FM
1590
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Traditional talker
Twin Cities- based Hubbard Broadcasting's KSTP-AM is the area's only traditional talker. It gathered strength with the
rise of Rush Limbaugh in the late 1980s
and buttressed Limbaugh's liberal-bashing
with acollection of equally conservative
local voices, primarily Barbara Carlson,
the brash ex-wife of the state's present
governor Arne Carlson; and Joe
Soucheray, acolumnist for the St. Paul
Pioneer Press.
Interestin0v, while Limbatigh's numbers

Minneapolis/St. Paul

•Targeted Station Mailing Lists

hooked..."

Hartman will join the elder Hartman on
WCCO are about as frequent as frost in
February.
The Fan is trending upward-to a3.0 share
in the fall '94 book. Male demos were reasonably good, especially in afternoon drive.
Anselmo's challenge will he holding onto
the rights for the Vikings and Timberwolves
when both expire this year. This assumption hints that CBS may get aggressive over
both to restore some lost luster to WCCO
(and help maintain its $ 20 million in annual revenue).

May 1995

Format

1994 Est.
Rev.

AOR
$15.2
Full Service 20.0
CHR
6.5
Soft AC
7.5
AC
10.5
New Rock
4.0
6.1
Oldies
Country
11.0
Talk
3.5
Country
4.0
Modern Rock

6.4

Country
2.2
Sports
2.0
Nostalgia . 9
Modern Rock . 2
NAC . 7
MOR/Nostalg . 0
Children . 0
Country . 0
Oldies . 0
Country . 0

Owner

Arbitron 12+
Fall ' 94

Capital Cities/ABC
CBS
Chancellor
CBS
Hubbard Broadcasting
Capital Cities/ABC
Colfax Communications
Shamrock Broadcasting
Hubbard Broadcasting
Colfax Communications

12.2
11.1
6.4
6.4
6.1
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.4
4.8

Chancellor

4.0

Park Acquisition
Shamrock Broadcasting
Cargill Communications
Cargill Communications
SW Suburban Broadcasting
Smith Broadcasting
Children's Broadcasting
Smith Broadcasting
Borgen Broadcasting
Smith Broadcasting

2.5
2.4
1.7
1.0
0.9
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.1

in the Twin Cities have remained flat over
the past year, Carlson's and Soucheray's
have improved, as have those of the station's morning drive man, ex-pro wrestler
Jesse "The Body" Ventura.
Conversely, the fight for afew good women
is between Hubbard's KSTP-FM and CBS'
WLTE-FM, the market's two adult contemporary stations, both of whom claim control
of the best slice of working woman demographics. WLTE is number four in the fall
Arbitrons; KSTP is number five.
KSTP's Rohm argues that his station has
gained the most upward momentum over
The Farmers
Market on
Niccolet
Mall in
Minneapolis
is apopula
ekend d

million in early 1991, converted KNOW
to FM and has had the AM license up for
sale ever since. Meanwhile, KNOW-AM
broadcasts AP news service.
The Twin Cities' cognoscenti swear by
MPR and wear their allegiance to it like
badges of honor. Put another way, MPR is
to its fans and members asane harbor in a
sea of talk radio gas and hyperbole.
If Newt Gingrich is granted his wish

about public broadcasting, anew world of
"privatized" public broadcasting could
bring Minneapolis/St. Paul radio into its
next chapter, with ahighly credible,
resource-rich and very local new player—
MPR—as part of the Twin Cities commercial marketplace.
Brian Lambert is media critic for the St. Paul
Pioneer Press.

SMARTS
Broadcast Systems
AUTOMATE YOUR RADIO STATION FOR

$5,999
WITH A SMARTCASTER.
A complete SMARTCASTER package will
*Automate Your Station
*Save You Hundreds of Dollars in Operating Cost
*Pay for Itself in aMatter of Months!
SIMULTANEOUS RECORD/PLAYBACK

the last two to three years: "Revenue-wise,
1994 was the best year in our history" at
$10.2 million, he says, attributed to a
matured AC sound and the business acumen of his corporate bosses: "At atime
when alot of people in this business are station brokers, in effect real estate people, I
work for broadcasters, people who have
been in this business for decades and are in
it to stay."
No discussion of Twin Cities radio is complete without mentioning Minnesota Public
Radio, cultivated into a28-station empire
with for-profit grosses via mail-order merchandising estimated at $ 135 million. It is, it
goes without saying, no quasi-hippie operation.
The original home of Garrison Keillor's
"A Prairie Home Companion" ( now marketed through Public Radio International,
an MPR spinoff), MPR's two FMs—allnews KNOW and classical KSJN—usually
rank somewhere around 11th and 12th in
market share, but keep commercial competitors drooling over their high- end
demographics.
An interesting side note: MPR purchased
the license of rocker WLOL-FM for $ 12
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PROMAX
PROMOTIONS PROFILE

KSSK-FM Promotions Director Scott Mackenzie:

'The Best Thing You Can Do
Is Get on the Internet'
•••• OOOOOOOOO ••• OOOOOOO •••• OOOOOO •••• OOOOO
by
The Promax Promotions Profile offers alook
at the experiences and points of view of the
nation's top radio promotion professionals.
Promax is an international association for
promotion and marketing executives in the
electronic media, based in Los Angeles.
This month: 30-year-old Scott Mackenzie,
promotions director at KSSK-FM in
Honolulu, Hawaii, Arbitron's number 60
radio market.

Scott

Sloven

Q

:Hawaiian songs? You mean like
Don Ho?
It sactually like areggae mix with
Hawaiian. That station did really well
when it first came out. They're still going
strong. They are exactly what acountry
format would be to another station somewhere else.

thing—they start talking about it. Most
people don't even know the frequency of
the station, but when they start talking
about aspecific promo, Iknow something
must be working.
And Ialways go back to the three P's I
believe in: pre-promotion, promotion and
post-promotion. Those three aspects need

Scott Mackenzie (
right), sans crctbleg,
is pictured here with KSSK-FM staffers.

Q

:How did anice guy like you get
into the promotions business, Scott?
Iwas in college radio as aDJ and music
director. It was alot of fun but when it came
time to get areal job, 1listened to the stations
and didn't really like what was out there.
Icouldn't see myself being aDJ for astation where Ididn't like the music—the
next thing that sounded like fun was promotions. So Idid an internship and have
gone on from there. It's been about seven
or eight years now.

Q

:So you like the field?
Ilike staying on top of ever-changing trends—clothes, music, new products.
What better way than to be in the immediate and topical world of radio promotions?

9

:What's unique about Hawaii as a
market?
ell, people need to realize that we aren't
abunch of people living in huts, wearing
hula skirts—this is amarket just like any
other. You could probably take our FM and
put it anywhere else on the mainland.
Per capita, KSSK is number two; the
competition is extremely intense. Our
closest competitor is KCCN-FM, which
plays Hawaiian songs.
12
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:Is there an advantage to being in a
geographically isolated market?
ot really. In terms of competition, there
are so many stations right here. Honolulu is a
big city. Most stations can't afford to compete
with our big money giveaways so they're really music-intensive. In that sense, we face the
same competition as any other large market.

q

l
:How

would you define asuccessful
promotion campaign?
en Iwalk into the bank or run into
my landlord and—without saying any-

May 1995

to be addressed in all campaigns. You really
need to make sure that you congratulate the
winners on-air so that everyone knows who
won.

9

:How are you dealing with all the
changing technology?
eInternet has changed my job drastically. Just by being on it and watching over
it is ajob in itself.
But it's great because we have people registering for their window sticker right
through the Internet. We still go out on

location, of course, but they can register at
home if they want to. We get feedback on
our morning show, feedback on all sorts of
strange and interesting things from people.
We also have aKSSK Gold Card, which
is aspecial registration that we do at different locations. We've had it since August
and so far, 40,000 people have registered.
We even had to bring in temporary help to
deal with it. Once the listener registers, we
know their age, birthdays, etc. It's wonderful to have all that on adatabase.
We'll be starting direct mail soon, so we're
just trying to figure out how to access all
the information and work out the bugs.

pretty much just watch over his shoulder
and press acouple of buttons. Hopefully, by
the time he moves on, I'll be semiliterate.
But you have to get on it now before it
becomes regulated. There are alot of free
ads all over the place and it's fun to be in
there in the beginning of it all.

9

9

DOUG
PAUL

:Any closing words of advice for
your colleagues?
I ink everyone should have fun at their
job. If it's not fun anymore, move on. And
even though it seems that radio is getting a
lot more corporate these days, it doesn't
mean you can't have fun. If you're in a
good mood, ideas will come your way.
Also, promotion people work alot of
nights and weekends. The next time
you have a slow day, don't just sit
around the office waiting for 5o'clock.
Go home or go to the beach if you can.
See amovie. It's important to take care
of yourself.
t

Scott Striven is director of communications
for Promax.

:What happens when you get creative block?
Iook at alot of underground magazines
since they're usually very innovative.
Women's magazines are always up on trends.
Isubscribe to "The Paper" in New York and
"The Reader" in Chicago just to look at their
print ads, which have some zing to them.
Itake alot of their words and put them
on the air, particularly things that are happening at clubs. Ialso listen to sales motivation tapes in my car as well as loud
industrial dance music!
:Tell us the smartest thing apromo
person can do in 1995.
ebest thing you can do is get on the
Internet. It's fast, daily, steal-able information. As Imentioned, Ireally enjoy looking
at magazines, but this is such quick access
to information. Don't just talk to other stations, but use it to talk to all kinds of people—you can really get some neat ideas.
It's difficult to use. Ihave a17-year-old
intern who grew up with computers, so I

q

SCOTT MACKENZIE
Current Position
Promotions Director KSSK-FM (" Bright" AC) and KSSK-AM (full-service AC),
Honolulu, Hawaii

: And the biggest
promo mistake?
ot having enough respect
for your commodity. Airtime is
valuable. Ithink too many stations give away too many freeliners. Ihear stations out there
giving away the world just to
get the buy today and not
thinking about the clutter
they're putting on the air.

Choice Morsels
Born in Bermuda and grew up in Chicago
Worked in radio promotions since senior year of college
Single dad of 4-year-old Ashlyn
Favorite promotions: movie premieres turned into big events
Wrote ' Produced The A-Z's on Being aHip, Hype N'Happening Promotion
Director in the '90s," amotivational cassette
March of Dimes WalkAmerica Entertainment Director for past six years
Career Path
Current position since August 1989
Promotions- Director KXPVV/92X FM, Honolulu, 1989
Assistdnt PO/Promotions Director KIKI-FM/Hot 1-94, Honolulu, 1988
Promccions Director KXPVV/92X FM, Honolulu, 1987-1988
Assistant Promotions Director KMAI-FM/Hot1-94, Honolulu, 1986-1987
Music Director/DJ/Sound Engineer KTUH College Radio, Honolulu, 19851987
Education
University of Hawaii, BA in Communications/French, 1987

"Gangsta V/O"
CALL
CATSPAW PRODUCTIONS, INC
404•876•2287
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Trends in Business Applications, Information Systems and Strategic Planning

Conquering Radio's
Crystal Ball: TheTrials and
Tribulations of Forecasting
Predicting the next step of a new competitor or of an
economic change in the marketplace is a guessing
game at best. Many executives from all fields will tell
you that when it comes to forecasting, there is no guaranteed formula or procedure.
But since the recession of the early 1990s, which left
a large measure of radio stations in the red or in bankruptcy, more radio owners have found themselves preoccupied with identifying future trends. This is particularly true when looking for new financial shifts in a
given market as well as new programming moves, such
as youth-oriented FM talk.
With the FCC's 1992 duopoly ruling expanding common ownership of stations, the industry's financial stability has been bouncing back. The duopoly decision has
helped raise the level of competition, both within the
radio industry and between radio and other media, to a
more even field. However, if there is a key lesson to be
drawn from the last recession it is this: For the first time
within recent economic downturns, the industry was
extremely vulnerable to major swings in the economy.
More radio broadcasters now follow the principle that
by anticipating changes in radio— regulatory, programming and technical—and overall economic conditions,
then reacting (or preparing) for it, they will be well- positioned for continued growth. This leads to the need to
have a multi-dimensional strategic growth plan in place.
So what are some of the risks in forecasting trends to
maximize acompany's position for future growth?
Knowing historical data such as retail sales and radio
advertising revenue as a percentage of all advertising
dollars as well as the current radio (and media) environment in a market, paints a relatively good picture for a
series of projections. But even on a short-term basis,
radio can still be at the mercy of local market conditions.
"The fact that the radio industry is characterized by an
entrepreneurial spirit means that any new programming
and promotional concepts can greatly alter market conditions," notes Mark Fratrik, vice president/economist
for the National Association of Broadcasters.
John Mahaffie, an associate with Coates & Jarratt Inc.,
aWashington, D.C.-based research firm specializing in
the study of the future, cautions that " the real value of
forecasting is in showing the directions and characteristics of change."
As for radio, Mahaffie sees the medium's strong capability of serving niche audiences, especially as the U.S.
continues to become more ethnically diverse, giving

radio acompetitive edge over other media.
According to Bob Burke, VP of corporate finance for
Trumper Communications, today's radio owners should
make decisions and set operating goals within the
framework of creating economic value. " Understanding
radio group ownership in terms of managing investments is key to maximizing financial performance,"
Burke says.

The Landscape
A Targeting Corporate Advertising—One potential new
revenue stream for radio broadcasters of the mid
1990s, primarily on a national level, is corporate advertising. The reason: Corporate advertising campaigns
have made a major comeback during the past three
years, according to a comprehensive survey of national
advertisers conducted by the Association of National
Advertisers in New York.
The ANA defines corporate advertising as that which is
used " more for the benefit of the corporation rather than
for the immediate sale of aproduct or service." Its primary role is to " strategically position or brand the company."
The 1994 Corporate Advertising Practices Survey
shows 61 percent of the respondents using corporate
advertising during the last three-year period, 1992 to
1994, up from 53 percent during the 1989-1991 survey
period (when the country and media sector were mired in
a recession). This latest percentage is more in line with
the pre-recession survey data of the mid-to-late 1980s.
The survey also notes that the average budget for a
corporate advertising campaign has increased about 6
percent to just above $ 13 million.
When asked to describe the future trend of their corporate advertising budgets, 45 percent reported no
change. Of those reporting achange, the majority (by a
three-to-one margin) anticipate an increase in emphasis
on corporate advertising.
While television and print have traditionally been the
primary mediums for corporate advertising, this comeback in corporate advertisement budgets presents an
excellent marketing opportunity for today's sophisticated national radio industry, as well as for key major market radio stations.
A Budgeting Sales Meetings—The practice of budgeting, an often imperfect art form, can play a critical role
in the success of an off-site station group sales meeting. Most importantly, the estimated number of meetings to be conducted within a fiscal year and the projected cost for each must be accounted for in the company's annual operating budget.
To keep these sales meetings within adesired budget,
Selling Magazine (April 1995) offers some cost-saving
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ideas, including:
A Provide exact expense reimbursement guidelines to
speakers and staff.
A Limit the number of people authorized to sign the
master bill.
A Watch for any hidden costs— labor surcharges, union
requirements, room setup charges and decorations.
The main goal for establishing these budgets is to trim
asales meeting's cost without affecting its quality.

Futurescope: Tapping Radio's
Technical Interactive Functions
When planning for anticipated future developments for
the radio broadcast marketplace, it is important to
assess what technology is available for adding more
value to radio's broad audience reach.
Looking at radio's technical future front, the medium's
inherent ability to transmit data over subcarrier frequencies will soon be taken a step further through digital
technology known as the Radio Broadcast Data System
(RBDS). This technology allows for data to be transmitted directly to an automotive or home radio receiver over
astation's (currently an FM station) subcarrier frequency.
The new RBDS technology lends itself to a proposed
interactive advertising system known as CouponRadio.
Developed by New York entrepreneur David Alwadish,
CouponRadio permits stations to transmit, along with
their audio, " infomessages" or text regarding an advertised product or service offer that would appear on a
specially equipped radio receiver.
With the press of a button, these infomessages can be
stored, along with the day and time of transmission, by the
listener on a small smartcard. These cards can then be
taken to participating advertisers and/or retailers where
they are processed for specific coupon or discount offers.
For radio station management, this interactive use of
RBDS technology allows for closer monitoring and
measurability of advertising and promotional messages.
CouponRadio is expected to be tested and implemented through ajoint venture with The Interep Radio Store
on seven stations in the Miami/Ft. Lauderdale market
by year's end.
(See the April 1995 Management Journal
for more on harnessing radio's interactive capabilities.)

Strategic Marketing Snapshot
Connecticut Radio Network (CRN) International is an
advertiser-supported network that airs weather and ski
reports, among other kinds of programming, nationwide
and into Canada.
The Hamden, Conn.- based entity, founded in 1973,
has been highly effective in its ability to integrate the
marketing objectives of advertisers with radio's ability to
quickly reach listeners/consumers. CRN International
capitalizes on two of radio's major inherent strengths—
immediacy and targetability.
In one of its longest-running campaigns, for example,
CRN International alerts its listeners about approaching
16
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snowstorms, letting them know it's time to buy
Campbell Soup.
In March, the network teamed with Excedrin to offer
thematic tax season programs in 17 markets across the
U.S. Called " Excedrin # 1040 Tax Headache," the shortform program campaign featured tax experts giving
answers to often-asked tax questions.
CRN International provided participating stations with
a variety of Excedrin " tax- relaxer" promotional prizes
and giveaways, including product samples and trips to
what the network categorized as " stress-free" destinations like the Caribbean. The overriding goal of the
campaign was to position Excedrin as the " tax
headache medicine."
The network's formula for success is to customize
campaigns by combining marketing disciplines that
benefit advertisers, the retail trade and radio broadcasters. The accompanying promotions are designed to
bond consumers with the given product.

Trendformation: Creating
Radio's "Brand" Identity
Today's radio industry might do well to borrow a lesson from major corporate advertisers— establish and
build upon an identity.
In the extremely fragmented radio marketplace of the
mid- 1990s, the key is to differentiate one station's format and sound from acrosstown competitor by correctly marketing itself.
Radio stations need to create their own " brand" identity for both today's informed listener and savvy advertiser. This is not a new philosophy, but it is one that continues to be ignored by anumber of radio executives.
Through highly focused and creative television advertising campaigns along with direct mail promotional
pieces, new targeted listeners are told what separates
or distinguishes astation from the rest of the radio pack
in the same market—whether it be the morning drive
team or asofter urban contemporary sound.
These listeners are also told of the potential benefits
to listening to the station, such as entertainment or
information-oriented programming or the riches they
might incur from daily or weekly on-air promotions.
This brand marketing strategy is especially critical in
radio's expanded duopoly era, particularly where a single station owner is competing directly with the
resources of astation that is part of alocal market radio
group under common ownership.
By building toward a higher cume with similar lifestyle
characteristics— not to mention garnering higher Time
Spent Listening (TSL) levels—a potent communications
vehicle is created for agencies and advertisers, large
and small alike.
Vincent M. Ditingo is abusiness writer and media consultant, as well as an adjunct assistant professor of
communications at St. John's University in New York.
Managemet,''n The Radio
World

FORMAT FOCUS

Duopolies Propel Splintering
Of Urban Radio Formats
by

S

canning the radio dial, you hear
Herbie Hancock's "Rockit." Chances
are, you're tuned into an urban format, right?
True enough. But just what kind of urban
outlet—urban classics, rhythm UC, urban
AC, jazz or R&B?
In an increasing number of markets,
African American listeners now have stations programmed with choices that range
from those outlined above to hip hop, talk
and inspirational. And there are predictions of even more black "niche" formats to
come.
More often than not, the trend blossoms in major radio markets as aresult of
duopoly and LMA strategies—where a
single owner uses two or more stations to
cover abroader demographic sweep of
black listeners.

Frank

Beacham

In New York City, for example, Emmis
Broadcasting has transformed WRKS-FM
(Kiss- FM) from ayounger-skewing broad
urban contemporary music format into an
urban adult contemporary format targeted
to listeners 25-54.
Primed for success
At the same time, Emmis is using its other
New York FM, WQHT ( Hot 97), to program hip hop music to listeners under 25.
Preliminary indications are that WRKS,
acquired by Emmis last year, is primed for
big success. Skewed to baby boomer listeners, the format—which debuted Jan. 1—is
described by the station as ahybrid of
"smooth R&B and classic soul." Preferred
artists include Luther Vandross, Anita
Baker and Barry White.
"We commissioned amarket study to see

who filled what needs among black radio
audiences in New York City," says Rick
Cummings, VP of programming for
Indianapolis-based Emmis Broadcasting. "It
became apparent not only from ageneral
quantifiable market study but also from
focus groups—qualitative stuff—that no
one ( in New York) was really filling an
adult niche for black listeners.
"The market studies indicated that astation that focused purely on a25-54 demographic with its music product and its
imaging would probably be quite successful," Cummings says.
So far, he says, the WRKS format change
is "ahome run" that has caught on quickly.
"We found out early on this was going to
be abig winner," he says.
In addition to high marks in early adult
listener surveys, New York's advertising BF
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you need weekly hits or acomplete library, call...RPM. We have over 9,000
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community has embraced the format
change. WRKS has picked up new clients
such as Toyota, Bell Atlantic Mobile
Systems and several Broadway theater productions. Each advertiser is targeting baby
boomers.
The Bell Atlantic Mobile spots were
placed on the station by Richard Cotter, a
senior partner at J. Walter Thompson. "This
is awelcome development for advertisers,"
Cotter says. "It is atrend. In major markets
we are seeing stations that were previously
trying to have mass appeal now formatting
themselves into different niches, going after
different parts of their target audience."

"Today, it's impossible to appeal in the same
format to aperson that's 18 and aperson that's
54," Jackson says. "You'd have to be playing
hip hop, followed by aMotown, followed by . 1

marketplace," says Chisholm, who noted
that the adoption of urban classic formats
targeted to baby boomers began in smaller
markets before reaching New York.

"Today, it's impossible to appeal
to a person that's 18 and a person that's
54 with the same format."
est Jackson
ton

Crossover audience

Similarly, in Houston, Clear Channel
Communications recently turned three stations into niche formats aimed at black listeners. Clear Channel owns KMJQ-FM
and KBXX-FM and
has ajoint sales
agreement
with athird
station,
KHYS-FM.

KBXX serves younger
(18-34) black listeners; KMJQ is programmed urban adult for the 25-54 audience
and KHYS has a "smooth jazz" NAC format,
which draws acrossover multiracial audience, says Ernest Jackson, KMJQ's vice president and general manager.
"We've got it covered," says Jackson of
the triple format strategy that began Jan.
30. "Both the listening community and the
ad community are pleased with the change.
It makes alot of sense for us.
18
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current hit. You'd be all over the road.
"With aduopoly, you don't have to worry
about intruding on the other station's territory," he says. "Instead of the two radio
stations bumping heads by competing for
the same audience, what you do is position the two stations so you pick up
everything."
Traditional urban

According to the M Street Journal,
there are 331 black-oriented radio
stations in the United States, not
including 129 black gospel stations.
Of the 331 outlets, 83 currently have
urban adult contemporary formats
and 45 have R&B oldie formats.
A reason for the success of the
adult-skewed urban formats can
be found in the Arbitron/Billboard National
Database. According to
the data, 71 percent
of all black
radio listeners 12-24
say they
tune into
a traditional
contemporary urban
format. However, for blacks 25-54,
contemporary urban listenership falls to 53.4 percent and for those 3564, it declines even further to 45.1 percent.
The trend toward more niches in black
radio will continue, predicts Samuel J.
Chisholm, president and CEO of the
Mingo Group, an African Americanowned and -operated advertising agency in
New York. The firm is now completing an
extensive study of black radio in the U.S.
"There is agreater array of formats out
there to reach the urban African American
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(In fact, U.S. Radio's Ragan Henry, who
purchased Norfolk, Va., outlet WMXN-FM
in March, recently changed the station's
format from hot AC to jazz. The switch is a
natural complement to his urban contemporary FM, WOW!, the top-ranked station
in Norfolk/Virginia Beach/Newport News,
Arbitron's number 32 market.)
Chisholm continues that African
American sports is going to become an area
of opportunity. "Add to that comedy and
sitcoms for radio. Nobody is talking about
this now, but if you begin to look at the
habits of consumers, they are now less and
less tied to the television set.
"With the advent of laptops, people want
to be mobile," he says. "Radio allows that
mobility. Ithink the broadcasters and producers will be looking at alot of new areas
of opportunity."
Market- by- market basis
blunts' Cummings agrees, but adds that the
success of niche formats can be determined
only on amarket-by-market basis. "Idon't
see this happening in markets outside the
top 20 because there simply isn't enough
base," he says. "A niche format can work
really well, but if it's too narrow and the population base or the cume isn't big enough to
support it, then there's going to be astruggle.
"At Emmis, we've come up with acouple
of those in the past and they didn't work
out very well," says Cummings. "You've got
to have enough listeners who are passionate
about your product and give it agreat deal
of time spent listening. But you must have a
big enough base or you're in trouble."

Frank Beacham is aNew York-based writer,
director, producer and consultant. He is aregular features correspondent for The Radio
World Magazine.
Beginning with this issue, Format Focus will
take amonthly look at trends impacting radio
programming.
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What If There Were No FCC?
REGULATORY

A Relief... Or a Nightmare?
by

Harry

O

kay, so think Rip Van Winkle, or maybe Charlton Heston
in "Planet of the Apes." You've been mysteriously transported to the future. You find yourself in Washington,
walking down M Street, N.W. At 20th and M, you stop and look
up—there, where the FCC used to be, is aMcStarbucks Coffee &
Hamburger shop.
Yo, where's the FCC?
Gone, legislated out of existence in afit of deregulatory hysteria.
As you walk down M Street, you have to step over the emaciated
bodies of former members of the communications bar, sitting on
the sidewalk, propped against parking meters, offering to write
pleadings in exchange for food. Life is hell.
What would it mean?
Fantasy? Maybe, maybe not. There appears to be afair measure of
congressional support for the elimination, or at least the dramatic reduction, of the FCC. What would that
mean for the broadcasting industry?
First, it's probably unrealistic to think that all
federal regulation of the airwaves will ever be
eliminated. As apractical matter, some national
traffic cop is necessary to assure that users of the
spectrum don't interfere with one another.
Whether that traffic cop role is fulfilled by a
streamlined FCC, by the Department of
Commerce ( possibly through NTIA) or by some
other office, it is likely that there will always be
some federal office setting technical standards with
which broadcasters will have to comply.
Another reason that there will almost inevitably
be afederal regulatory mechanism is money. One
thing the federal government has learned, and
learned well in recent years, is that there is serious
money to be had from spectrum users.
That money may come in the form of "auction" proceeds or "regulatory fees" or "application fees" or
"spectrum fees." Since dismantling the federal regulatory mechanism ( i.e., the FCC) could reduce the
(currently ever-increasing) flow of money into the government's coffers,
it seems unlikely that the government will move to shut off that spigot.
Still, if deregulation fever does take hold, there is much that
could be deregulated. Just use your imagination.
Renewals? How about stretching all broadcast license periods to 10
years or 25 years or even longer?
Ownership limits? Forget about 'em—if you can afford it, you can
buy it, wherever and whatever it is, and regardless of anything else
you might already own.
20
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Nonentertainment programming? Why bother? Let's just take a
small fraction of the proceeds from all the various "fees" paid by
spectrum users and apply it to financing some nonentertainment
programming operation akin to PBS or NPR, only as politically
neutral as possible. If this guarantees the availability of nonentertainment programming, then regular old broadcasters could be let
off that particular hook.
Record-keeping? None required for the FCC, other than routine
technical logging to demonstrate compliance with the strippeddown technical rules.
Petitions to deny? What's to deny, if renewals don't get filed but
every 25 years or so, and if no prior approval is required before astation can be sold? If members of the great unwashed feel somehow
aggrieved by something abroadcaster does, then they can sue in
court—assuming, of course, that they can find avalid cause of action.
Political broadcasting requirements? Oops, things get
alittle sticky here. Our guess is that politicians
(who would be the ones ultimately responsible
for closing down the FCC) are not going to be
eager to eliminate those nice political advertising rules that guarantee them lowest rates,
equal opportunities and reasonable access.
Hmm. No problem—even if those requirements remain in place in the Communications
Act, we can just give enforcement responsibility to
the courts, rather than to the FCC (or its successor). If acandidate has abeef, he or she can tell it to
the judge, rather than to the commission.
Obscenity or Indecency?
Obscenity or indecency? From apolitical point of
view, your elected representatives are not likely to do
anything that might look like they're voting in favor of
broadcasting obscene or indecent stuff. Again, why not
leave these rules on the books, but let the courts and the
Department of Justice take care of their enforcement?
Since the obscenity and indecency prohibitions are
already included in the federal criminal code, that would
make perfect sense.
Comparative proceedings for new stations? To the extent that any
vacant channels are available, they can be auctioned off or opened
to alottery drawing, much like the other large chunks of spectrum,
which the FCC has been doling out for some time.
So let's just say that all these changes come to pass in one form or
another. What does such afuture really look like, from apractical,
day-to-day perspective?
First and foremost, paranoia about Washington bureaucrats getting

their faces in your business would largely be a
thing of the past. With the exception of relatively mundane (and easily obeyed) technical
rules, there would be little that the feds would
have to do with your operation. And even if
the Department of Justice were to conclude
that you were broadcasting obscenity or indecency, they would have to prosecute you in
your home jurisdiction.
Sounds pretty idyllic, doesn't it? That's
the good news.
The bad news is that, if ownership rules
are eliminated, you can look for maximum
consolidation both locally and nationally.
So you can expect to have serious bigmoney competition somewhere nearby if
you're in any kind of desirable market.
That competition could come from one of
the national group owners, who could add to
their already substantial stables, or from alocal
broadcasting powerhouse looking to become
an even bigger fish in its own local pond.
Obsolete live programming
If that happens, look for increased pressure
on the bottom line and, accordingly,
increased pressure to reduce operating costs
to abare minimum. Such reductions could
be achieved by getting rid of those pesky

salaries paid to on-air talent, and using a
satellite hook-up instead. To the extent that
local programming is expensive programming, it may become obsolete programming.
Payments to the government would also
probably go up. Although, in aderegulated
universe, it might be theoretically hard to justify increases in "regulatory" fees, the fact is
that the federal government seems to be getting quite used to the idea of collecting such
fees with or without justification—witness the
recent proposal to increase FCC regulatory
fees by about 20 percent over last year's level,
even though the annual cost-of-living increase
over the same period was far lower than that.
If the government thinks that it's making
broadcasters' lives easy, it will not have any
qualms about demanding some monetary recompense for that benefit.
And let's not forget about those political
rules we mentioned before. If responsibility
for enforcement of those rules is left to
local judges ( who will hear suits brought by
local candidates who believe their rights
were violated), the potential for serious
problems is pretty substantial. Putting aside
the possibility of cronyism between candidates and politically appointed, politically
sensitive local judges, there is the practical

AXS Ax'-sess)... Jocks Love It!
\XS is an entirely new approach to digital audio controllers.
It starts with superb audio using the premium quality aptXT" system. AXS is easy to learn, easy to use, and powerful

reality that many local judges don't know
diddly squat about broadcasting.
As aresult, they may not be quite as attuned
as the FCC has generally been to the details
of broadcast advertising. A further difficulty
here is that you run the risk of having different judges in different jurisdictions creating
and applying different standards—unlike
now, where all decisions are made at the FCC
and are, at least in theory, consistent.
FCC-free universe
So, as with most things, an FCC-free universe may not be as attractive as it might
seem at first blush. If you have suggestions
for improving the situation, you should bring
them to the attention of your congressional
representatives—the ball is in their court.
Before you make suggestions, though, you
should think them through very carefully
(and maybe even discuss them with your
communications counsel), since even the
seemingly best proposals can have serious
hidden drawbacks.
Harry Cole is aprincipal in the Washingtonbased law firm of Bechtel & Cole, Chartered.
He is aregular correspondent for The Radio
World Magazine.
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DAWN...
THE SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIS
Professional

Expertise

Before Dawn, end-users were in the
dark about details relating to

Dawn Satellite is dedicated to shedding
light on all of your salellite

satellite communications equipment.
Dawn Satellite specialists are

communications requirements. Some
products and services provided are:

meeting the product and service
needs of today's commercial satellite
users.

Products:

As product providers for the Radio,
CATV, Broadcast TV, and Educational
markets, we employ experts who can
competently advise you on all your
communications needs.
And, unlike some companies, our
commitment to you does not end
there — we continue to provide
engineering and
technical support
even after the sale.

• Digital Ready LNB's
• Satellite Antennas
• Block Translators
•
•
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•

Downconverters
Satellite Receivers
Cable and Connectors
Antenna Motorization Systems
Accessories

Services
• Technical Assistance
• Design and Engineering
• Installation
• Field Service

Dawn Satellite delivers only
quality products with unparalleled
service, in avery cost-effective
manner. We will prepare you to
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meet the dawn of anew age in
satellite communications.
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Call Toll Free
1-800-866-6969
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SATELLITE

The Satellite Communications
Equipment Specialists

3340 So. Lapeer Rd, P.O. Box 9, Lake Orion MI 48361 ( 810-391-9200) FAX:(810-391-9207)

What IíliThed
gayergeo FCC?:
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FINANCE

Financing Paradise or
Marketplace Nightmare?
by

Frank

F

or years, bankers, brokers and Wall
Street investors have claimed that it's
the intensely regulated nature of
broadcasting that has made money so tight
and investment capital so scarce in the
industry.
So loud have these chants been that the
FCC, both on its own initiative and in
response to petitions, has commenced several proceedings to consider ways to lessen
regulatory restrictions on the flow of capital in the broadcasting industry.
These proceedings have included
inquiries into permitting security interests
on FCC licenses, lifting multiple ownership restrictions, changing the FCC's ownership attribution rules and lifting alien
ownership restrictions, to name afew.
Most of the proceedings are ongoing, and
with the Clinton Administration and the
Republicans' move toward the political
center, we can expect these deregulatory
initiatives to increase. Indeed, some
Republican senators have called for acomplete repeal of the FCC's ownership rules.
Logical conclusion
But what would happen if we never took
many of these political initiatives to their
logical conclusion? That is, what if there
were no FCC?
No FCC?! Insane, you say. Admittedly,
the limited nature of the radio spectrum as
alicensed public resource and the need for
supervision of the technical aspects of
broadcasting make an event such as the
total abolition of the FCC ( or some governmental successor) unlikely. But let's
focus on financing, and daydream alittle.
From the perspective of finance, aworld
without the FCC would seem an
idyllic paradise to some and anightmare
to others. However, the lines aren't drawn
as clearly as you might think.
Let's start with lenders. Sure, it's the
FCC's tight regulatory control over the

Montero

industry that has—according to lenders—
made many banks reluctant to invest in
broadcasting. A station's license is closely
controlled and policed by the FCC.
Licenses cannot be assigned or transferred
without FCC consent, and the public has
the right to protest or petition against a
proposed license transfer.
Also, programming discretion and obligations must, under the FCC's administration,
be exercised by the holder of the license.
Station licensees cannot contractually abdicate their right to decide what will or will
not be aired on their station, nor can they
contract away their obligation to air programming that is responsive to the needs of
the station's community.
Retain the right
Even under FCC-sanctioned time brokerage agreements such as LMAs, the licensee
must retain the right to preempt programming and exercise absolute control over
the station and its programming at all
times.
As such, in the eyes of lenders, radio stations come with many strings attached. In
effect, there is someone else who has more
say in what goes on with your business
than lenders do—the FCC.
Boy, do banks hate strings! If there were
no FCC, the lender could guarantee its
loan. Equipment, contract rights and, yes,
the license could all act as security for the
loan.
Moreover, the bank wouldn't have to
jump through all those hoops to foreclose
on the going concern of the radio business.
No FCC consent would be required
because there would be no FCC. This is
the type of scenario that makes abroadcast
lender's mouth water.
From the broadcaster's perspective, this may
seem like anightmare. We've let Pandora out
of her box. Banks can run amok seizing station licenses and taking over broadcast
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on the air!
35 YEARS.
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greater. But now it is the bank that comes
world, professional management companies
taking over broadcast facilities left and
with extra strings attached.
would play amajor role in operating stations
right. However, most bankers might
for lenders after foreclosure. Indeed, they
Sure, loans always come with strings, but
respond by saying that, lending to aradio
now the bank can require things that they
station would be just like lending to any
would play amajor role before foreclosure.
never could before. Maybe they will insist
Banks could require borrowers to consult
other relatively unregulated business like a
on aparticular format for your station. If
grocery store, arestaurant, etc. Banks would
with the bank's management company on
things aren't going the way they like, they
station operations, marketing, format, play
have the security they need, so the money
will send in their management company to
lists, signal coverage, call signs, you name
would start to flow.
run things for awhile. And, of course, if
But then what? A radio station is not a it. And if the licensee did not heed the
there is adefault, you can kiss your license
advice of the management company, the
car dealership. At least with adealership
goodbye.
bank could instruct the manager to take
the bank can see its collateral—aparking
For broadcasters today, the FCC stands by
over.
lot full of shiny new cars. That's something
From the perspective of the licensee, this
your side and tells the rest of the world
you can bank on. But an FCC license?
that, as long as you are complying with the
is no doubt anightmare scenario: abrave
Now what do you do?
new world with bankers running everycommission's rules, no one can tell you
thing and chilling programming discretion
how to operate your station and no one
Radio management companies
can take your license without the FCC's
over the airwaves. For smaller broadcasters
That leads to the next development in our
who have aparticular message to get out,
approval.
FCC-free paradise. A new cottage industry.
In atotally deregulated environment, that
this would certainly be true. For larger
Radio management companies. The FCC
broadcasting companies that view radio
protection is no longer there. Of course, on
has always discouraged radio management
the other hand, what good is this protection if
stations only as investments, it would
arrangements with outside parties because
merely be acost of doing business and a no one will lend you the money to purchase a
of the control issue. There's always the risk
station?
that the management company will start
small price to pay in exchange for the dramatically increased capital flow into the
running the station.
Money will be easy
industry.
The FCC doesn't want anyone other
For purely speculative radio investors,
than the licensee running the station.
No FCC inspectors!
those who really do not know much
Since that is exactly what management
about running astation but have money
Now let's consider the scenario from the
companies are supposed to do—run the
to invest, the situation is more favorbusiness for the owner—they are rarely
broadcaster's perspective. At first blush,
able. Money will be easier to come by
the thought of aworld without the FCC
seen in broadcasting. But we're
for large investments in radio.
must seem like afantasy. No annual user
in paradise, remember?
fees, no ownership reports, no need for a Management companies can be retained
No problem here.
to run radio properties that have been
public file, no FCC inspectors knocking
In an unregulated
on your door and no lawyers! What a purchased or acquired in much the same
way as the cellular telephone industry in
dream, huh?
From the financing point of view,
its early period.
your options would probably be
In cellular, investors with no
experience whatsoever had
won system licenses
through lotteries and
had retained management companies to operate
the
system.
Employees
worked for the
management
company.
The
manager took care
of marketing, bookkeeping, collections
and operations.
Frequently,
the
licensee was completely
removed
from system operations.
Similar arrangements would be possible for radio. Again,
the practical effect
would be an increase
in the number of
May 1995
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SHOW PREVIEW

speculators purchasing or applying for radio stations solely for
investment.
At the same time, the total number of radio station purchases
could decrease. Why buy when you can lease? Currently, "lease" is a
dirty word at the FCC. Many people inaccurately refer to time brokerage agreements or LMAs as leases, but they better not do it in front of
an FCC inspector.
While the FCC allows alicensee to sell substantially all of its programming time to another station under an LMA, that arrangement
is subject to very strict limitations. The licensee must retain ultimate
control over the station operations. The FCC will absolutely not
allow the licensee to "lease" the station to someone else. But in our
perfect world, this is no problem.
Thus, Ithink you will see many lease/option arrangements in
by Charles Taylor
which group owners can move into amarket and lease astation for
aperiod of time to test aparticular audience or format. Under the
lease, the licensee can wash his hands of the station while the
irh an agenda that includes more than 65 speakers,
lessee is operating it. No FCC requirements, no employees, and no
sessions and workshops, Promax and BDA expect
operating expenses. The licensee just gets arent check every ,V V attendees of their 1995 conference and exhibition to
month and remembers to pay the bank if he has aloan on the stago home with an articulate answw to its theme: "Where will we
t
.
.
Tow from here?"
tion. True speculators can lease astation and then let amanagement company run it.
The 40thannual show, June 7-W at the Sheraton Washington
Hotel and Washington Hilton & Towers in the nation's capital,
You could take this scenario further to apoint where there would
is designed for promotion and marketing executives in the elecbe radio station franchises—the way fast food operations are currently run. The franchiser could provide you with alogo, marketIronic media and examines design, advertising, sales, producing strategy, format, playlist, news, information, national advertistion, management and, of course. promotion.
ing and promotional events.
-Promax, which has members in 44 nations, is the international
,association of promotion and marketing professionals; BOA is
Sounds farfetched? Consider what "Cellular One" has done in the
wireless telephone industry.
'the association for the electronic media design industry.
"This is where you learn about the future before it gets here,"
Where it leaves us
says James Chabin. president and CEO of the organization. "From
Where does all this speculation leave us? Without that horrible titan,
Internet Marketing' to 'How to Get Madonna to Go on Your
the FCC, the radio marketplace would certainly be very different.
,Morning Show,' Promax '95 is the place
PRO AX•ID1;1
Money would flow into the industry at amuch greater rate than it
to learn about the best radio promotion
currently does. It would be easier for inexperienced investors to spec:being done. We've scheduled Todd
gm.
ulate in the radio market and get out quickly if the investment turned
;Rundgren to do asession and we've
sour. This, too, would increase the amount of capital in the market.
,:expanded sessions for radio by format."
esree
a;
%
tut
But at what cost? Ibelieve that radio would turn into acookieThe Radio World Magazine will cocutter, fast food industry. It would lose much of the local color and
..spimsor the conference's radio-oriente
audience interaction that has always set radio apart from other
ed sessions, as well as a Radio
forms of mass media. It is the FCC ( through its licensee control,
Reception at adowntown location, lows 7-10, 1990
programming discretion and ownership rules) that has insisted
Wednesday, June 7from 6to 7p.m.
licensees take an active part in running their stations and serve the
Radio topics of note at the conference include "Radio: State of
needs of their communities. While these obligations may seem .- the Art," an exploration of spot production techniques; "Ratings,
extremely burdensome at times, the rewards are great.
Revenues and Relationships," on promoting your station; "Crisis
Running aradio station is not like running aWendy's or agrocery Communications"; "Cyber Radio and TV Database Promotions—
store or acar dealership. Nor should it be. A radio station touches
Interactive in Action"; and "Pro-Creation for Radio," with new
the community in ways that few businesses can. That is what
and creative promotions from across the nation. In addition,
makes radio unique.
,Radio Roundtables will offer attendees the opportunity to focus
This is not to say that the FCC should be insensitive to the reali- 'on specific topics of marketing interest.
ties of the marketplace. FCC regulation should not be so thick that
Among guests and speakers are poet, producer and writer Maya
it suffocates the industry and cuts off the flow of capital that helps
Angelou, who will address the power of creative growth; former
the industry survive and grow.
'head of global marketing for Coca-Cola and management conThere is room for dramatic improvement, and several of the regulatosultant Peter Sealey; film critics Siskel and Ebert, who will
ry revisions proposed by the FCC and others are steps in the right
review promotion spots; and advertising gurus Gene DeWitt and
direction. But we must never move so far that we destroy those things
Jane Maas.
that make radio the precious asset that it is.
In addition, the BDA International Design Awards and
Promax Gold Medallion Awards will close the show Saturday
Frank Montero is acommunications attorney with the Washington, D.C.
evening, June 10, from 7to 9, at the Sheraton Ballroom.
law firm Fisher Wayland Cooper Leader and Zaragoza, L.L.P. He is aregFinally, an exhibit floor will comprise more than 50 vendors across 8,100
ular correspondent for The Radio World Magazine.
Ecpaare feet offering marketing and promotion products and services.
Contact the firm regarding finance and FCCrelated matters at 202'For registration information, contact Fromm in Los Angeles at
775-5662; or fax: 202-296-6518.
310-788-7600.

'Where Will We
Grow from Here?'
Theme of Promax/
BDA Conference
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a
message
to am
stations
from
frank foti

Dear Fellow Broadcaster,
My first job in radio was at WELW-AM in Willoughby, Ohio. Iwas the
engineer, production director, morning disc jockey, sports announcer,
and music director. Over my next 20 years in radio, Ispent most of my
time as an engineer at AM and FM stations and focused on improving
the art of broadcast processing.
My first efforts in processor design were for FM and many of you are
using my FM products today. But, it was AM that sparked my love of
radio and Iknew my range of Unity processors would not be complete
until Cutting Edge designed aunit to fulfill AM's special requirements.
With the help of acouple of hundred radio engineers, programmers,
and managers, Ideveloped the Unity AM. This processor sets itself
apart from other AM/MW processors in several ways:
• Maximum modulation for maximum coverage. Because loudness gives
you the chance to reach more listeners, your processor must allow
your station to be loud without coloration or grunge. And to be
profitable, you have to compete not only with the AM station across
town, but with CDs, FM, and even television talk shows. The
Unity AM delivers loudness while keeping your program audio
open and natural sounding.
• Day-part processing. AM stations are more likely to change
programming format during the day than their FM cousins. That's
why the Unity AM includes aday-part processing function that
allows the system to change its processing settings automatically
at specific times according to aschedule you create.
• Unity Remote Software. Whether you have asingle station or a
national network, you will appreciate being able to adjust the
Unity AM's processing from virtually anywhere by computer modem.
Processing can be evaluated in "real-world" listening environments
rather than in anoisy transmitter room.
• NRSC compliance. The Unity AM complies fully with NRSC
pre-emphasis and low pass filtering requirements.
• Stereo and monaural operation. The Unity AM operates in either
discrete left/right or matrixed L+R/L—R processing modes.
The true test of aprocessor is how it sounds. When you listen to the
Unity AM, you will hear the improvement you seek over your current
processing.

Best regards,

the unity am
the world's best sounding am processor
21)1
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More Myths...
Pe le who listen to small-market stations are different from
1
.
rs in larger markets.
cause people like the lifestyle of asmaller town, Kruse says,
"do 'tmean they like adifferent kind of music or will accept
shoddy programming."
l-market programming is stale and dated.
ccording to Kruse, there is the misconception that "we're all
stTflogramming in the 1940s" and that "we don't have access to
emusic and charts that they're playing in larger markets."
Small-market stations are isolated from technology employed
by stations in large markets.
A
ugh not every small- market station uses state-of-the-art
ent, Kruse says, most stations are becoming "creatures of
ch" because of the nature of the business. "Large-market
rs would be shocked to see how we've progressed out here
in the middle lands."
Small-market stations use satellites for news, for instance, to save
resources, says Davis at Cub Radio. "It frees up people's time so
they can be used more creatively."

More Truths...
N.D., describes his stations' relationship with advertisers as "very
good, simply because we don't go through alot of agencies." Also,
regular social contact with these advertisers strengthens the working
relationship. "We deal with advertisers on almost adaily basis. We
see them at Chamber of Commerce meetings" and other gatherings.
Knowing business owners on apersonal level means that astation
like WQDY can use humor in its advertising, Hollingdale says.
"We can say something like, `Go see Eddie Fawcett, the little guy
with the baggy pants."
Small-market stations cannot provide niche programming/formats.
Ho ingdale calls WQDY afull-service station, offering acontempo
country format, mixed with recurrents and some rock music
ntdown shows. "We can't specialize, being the only station
in tlj area," he says.
Even though WWKI-FM is known as Hit Country, Broman
describes the station as full service, featuring news and amorning
talk show in addition to music.
Employees at small-market stations do more than one job.
r jfybody at our station does several different jobs," Reiten says.
ypeople do voiceovers, sales managers and announcers do
ur traffic person also answers the phone."
ough her official title is promotions director, Kimmy Daly of
KLAW-FM in Lawton, Okla., performs more than one job. "Iwork
a5to 9morning show shift and Iset up my own remotes: equipment, copy, the works."
lt

-market stations are not profitable.
`St ions managed well can be very profitable," Broman says.
"G dradio and good business aren't really the function of market
siz
they're the function of good people."
Small-market stations would benefit from emulating their
large-market counterparts.
ally, the opposite is true, according to Randy Thomas, who
d
ice imaging for radio stations across the country. "Large
that use the principles of small-market stations tend to be
ccessful." She adds that well-known radio personalities like
L.A.'s Mark and Brian and Rick Dees "learned how to be real by
working in hometown radio."

is

Small-market stations serve as a good starting place for
npursuing acareer in radio.
maller market, if awoman is really good, she can jump into
gor afternoon drives and not be relegated to midday, which
case in large markets," says voice imaging talent Thomas.
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Market Watch: Washington, D.C.
Competition: The Latest on
Cable Radio Services
Sales/Marketing: Why Women
Dominate Radio Sales
Management Journal
Technology At Work:
Alan Box Explores Tomorrow
Format Focus: FM Talk
Promax Promotions Profile

Small-market radio communicates with
neighborhoods, not cities.
11 station puts lost dog announcements
o t air, says Hollingdale, which you're not
like to hear on astation that serves Chicago.
ucan do fun things in asmall market,"
says Davis, referring to atwo- man morning
show that his station broadcasts every day
from McDonald's.
"The one thing that will keep small-market
radio strong in the years to come," Kruse says,
"is the ability to be involved on alocal level,
which is virtually impossible in larger markets."
tt

People who work in small markets are
happy to be there.
used to be that everybody aspired to big
s," Broman says. "We're happy to stay
all market and do radio in asmall
Phillips, who has been on the air for 30 years,
has never left Anderson. "Idon't know of a
better way to spend aradio career," he says. e)
Whitney Pinion is associate editor of sister publication Radio World newspaper.

The Legend
Continues.
The Old Standard.

The New Features.

The M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer
of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most
durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your
rack --- You trust it on the road. And while production
environments have changed, your mixer remained the
same. Until now.

Without increasing the size, Shure was able to pack
in dozens of new features and improvements. The M367
has all the features of the M267, plus:
•Input peak LEDs
•Detachable power cord
•Two XLR outputs
•Easy-access side battery compartment
•Headphone monitor circuit
•Output peak/limiter LED
•Balanced, 2-position mic buss
•Adjustable limiter threshold
•Battery/AC VU meter illumination
•Monitor input sensitivity selector
•Program/monitor input selector

The New Standard
The new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the
reliability and durability of the M267, plus alist of new
features and improvements. Shure made it over 25 dB
quieter with alow noise circuit - ideal for digital formats.
They added two more mic/line inputs, bringing the total
to six. They added peak LEDs, and gave it 12 and 48volt
phantom power for your condenser mics.
What hasn't changed is its toughness. It's still made
with arugged all-metal chassis and manufactured in the
USA with legendary Shure durability.

With the Shure M367 mixer, the standard has just
been raised. It's time you raised yours.
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PROGRAMMING PROFILE

KBKS Makes Bold Effort to
Bring the Music Back to AM
by

W

hile modern rock outlets once
prided themselves on novel programming practices and atypical
rotations, as the genre's popularity has
intensified, they too have often eased into
well-tuned ideals of what makes good radio
in terms of research and song selection.
At an AM radio station in Boulder, Colo.,
however, programmers plan to return the
format to its left-of-center base. Embracing
ayoung demographic and flying in the face
of popular programming philosophies,
KBKS-AM has positioned itself as aradio
music mix with "the difference."
Station personnel are convinced that
their new format—dubbed Modern Rock
Plus—will have listeners not only beating a
path to their frequency, but switching
bands to do it.
From AC to Modern Rock Plus
KBKS is a 1kW AM at 1490 kHz,
licensed to the city of Boulder; the signal
reaches as far out as the southeast part of
Denver. It has been on-air since 1947, most
recently carrying an adult contemporary/
news- talk format with the call letters
KBOL.
When the struggling KBOL was purchased by current owner Visual Radio
Productions, some changes were in store.
First, Mike Makkay, KBKS' assistant music
director, was tapped to start a "cutting
edge" radio show called Night Noise. He
didn't know it then, but Makkay's show
was setting the groundwork for Modern
Rock Plus.
Visual Radio Productions developed the
Modem Rock Plus format, launching it in
late 1994. Now some five months old, the
programming strategy builds on amodern
rock foundation, then mixes in tracks from
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Zavistovich

genres like rap, dance, metal, hard rock and
reggae.
KBKS also relies on regular interaction
with its audience—ayoung demographic
that Assistant Program Director Ryan
O'Bryan says emphasizes 12-27 year-olds—
to ensure the station maintains its cutting
edge reputation.
It's aphrase that comes up regularly when
talking to KBKS staffers about the station.
"The music has to be cutting edge, something that stands out, or it has to show
really good musicianship," explains
O'Bryan. " We're willing to try alot of
things that other stations won't, just to
keep that cutting edge."
We play requests
Another tactic KBKS employs is the
often- underestimated use of requests. "We
get alot of requests—and we play them,"
O'Bryan says. "We're totally request-driven, 24 hours aday. We also keep awish
list of things we don't have and we take listener suggestions about what to add."
And get this. O'Bryan says that listeners
have been known to stop by with CDs, asking the station to give particular tracks a
try. "Drive Like Jehu ended up in rotation
that way," O'Bryan says.
This resulting mix of music savvy and
responsiveness to listeners has enabled
KBKS to start amassing aloyal following
right out of the box. That following
extends not only to its target demographic,
but includes some attractive secondary
demos as well.
"We've been targeting slightly younger
than every other alternative sound in town,
12 to 27," O'Bryan concedes. "But it fluctuates. It's hard to tag the high end. Ihave a
lady who calls me all the time who's 35."

May 1995

Tony Kindelspire, sales manager and the
station's promotions manager, agrees. "Our
target demo is anywhere from 12 on the
low end to the mid to upper 20s. But really,
it's no one specific age; it's people who like
new music and adifferent mix than they
get anywhere else. The oldest request we've
logged has been from someone in their
upper 40s."
The local angle
Another differentiator employed at "The
Difference" is the station's commitment to
local musicians and unsigned musical talent. This pledge is underscored by one of
KBKS' earliest large-scale promotions, the
Local Spotlight Listeners' Choice Awards.

KBKS-AM

A Typical Atypical Hour
2-3 p.m. Weekday
Rumblefish
Clean My Wounds

The Goats
C0G

Rock n' Roll Lifestyle
Daaam
Crab Louse
Good
Terminal Area
Air Hoodlum
I
Drown

Cake
Tha
Lords of Acid
Better Than Ezra
Abdomen of Hypnosis
Public Enemy
Bark Market

She's aRiver

Simple Minds

Spoonman

Soundgarden

Roots Radical
Othello
Everything Zen
Generation Spokesmodel

Rancid
Dance Hall Crashers
Bustr
Mudhoney

On March 18, starting at noon, the station
played the music of some 56 local bands in
afive-hour marathon.
To supplement the airplay, KBKS hosted
anetworking event at alocal restaurant,

down to our listeners. We take requests, we
play requests. We like our listeners to feel
like they have agreat deal of impact on our
programming."
Still, Kindelspire says that marketing the

"We focus on lifestyles. Listeners
across our target demo have similar
interests; we market to those interests."
Tony Kindelspire, KBKS
where local musicians met booking
agents, recording engineers, entertainment media and record label personnel.
O'Bryan sees it as alogical outgrowth of
the station's attitude toward Boulder's
local music scene.
"Other radio stations may play an occasional local band. We're playing somewhere
in the area of 70 local bands in regular rotation," O'Bryan says. "The idea behind the
KBKS Local Spotlight Listener Choice
Awards is to give local bands achance to be
heard. With people from labels like Capital,
EMI and Columbia showing up, it's a
chance for local bands to move their careers
along. You never know, alocal band could
come away with arecord deal."
It all spells exciting times for KBKS. But
as creative and fresh-sounding as Modem
Rock Plus is, with its wide range of musical
styles, it makes good business sense, too.
According to Kindelspire, the station is
taking aim at—heaven help us—awhole
new category of consumers, the so-called
Generation Y.
A story in the April 1994 Business Week
described the particular challenges of marketing to teens, preteens and their families,
Kindelspire explains. "There are two significant market factors that make this group
attractive. First, they're the fastest-growing
age group in terms of population size.
Second, they have alarge amount of disposable income."
Combined with the influence these
youngsters have over their parents' buying
decisions added up to KBKS' choice of format, Kindelspire says.
"Let's look at eyeglasses," he explains. "Do
you think parents are going to go out and
come back with apair of glasses for their
kids? The amount of influence young people have on their parents is huge. Reaching
this group of consumers means meeting
them on their own terms. We don't talk

station han ongoing process that involves
coming up with strategies not used before.
"We try to market to our target audience
on their terms. We can't succeed selling
the station by going about it in the traditional way. If we do, we will not stand out,
and we will not be The Difference."
Part of successfully marketing the station
is gaining an understanding of the typical
listener—and the competition. For example, KBKS staffers do not believe their station competes for listeners at all with
KBCO, aheritage adult alternative station
in Boulder. "That's adifferent demo com-

"We focus on lifestyles," Kindelspire adds.
"Listeners across our target demo have similar interests, and we market to those interests."
As for whether the station's location on
the AM dial is adisadvantage when most
of its competitors reside on the FM, KBKS
staffers maintain that all it takes to keep a
listener is for him or her to take the first
step, and change the dial.
"As an AM station competing against the
FMs, our biggest challenge has been getting
people to flip to AM," O'Bryan says. "But
as soon as people do flip over, they tend to
stay. Our salespeople have been marketing
and promoting the station to sell it to the
demographic. They've been doing a
remarkably good job of building the station
steadily."
Kindelspire, however, notes, "Our listeners
don't care that we're on AM. Older listeners may have abit of abias against AM for
music. They're not used to music on AM.
They think AM is news/talk, sports, religion; they don't think music. It's up to us to
convince advertisers that people listen."
For Kindelspire, the success of KBKS is
like building the legendary better mousetrap. "In the Denver area, you've got classic rock; you've got formats purporting to
be alternative, although they won't touch
stuff on indie labels. There's nothing like

Modern rock is as modern rock looks: KBKS staffers
(1-r) Kelly Oliver, Ryan O'Bryan and Mike Makkay.
of the mellow alternative. We would avoid
that kind of music listener on purpose,"
Makkay says. "Most of our listeners are,
like, skateboarders. For example, if you
turned on MTV and you saw the pop culture, that would be the cream of the crop of
our listener demographic. The difference is,
we have listeners who really live the life.
It's an attitude thing."

us going on here. Kids just don't care if
we're on AM or not; they want to hear the
variety."

o

Alex Zavistovich is president of Positive Spin
Communications, aWashington, D.C.-based
full-service media relations consultancy, and a
frequent contributor to The Radio World
Magazine.
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SALES & MARKETING

Non-Traditional Revenue
Streams Heat Up
Summertime Sales
by

Bob

Harris

(( S

ummertime and the livin' is
tied to spot inventory and revenue can be
advertisers are given brand identification
easy...," but the selling may be
garnered outside of clients' radio budgets.
on air, plus concert signage and sampling or
hard.
"Another plus is that there are usually no
sales of their products at the concerts.
It doesn't have to be, though. In many
agencies involved, so the business is more
The station also sells "booth" packages for
ways, there's no better time of year to use
profitable. We're normally working at the
these concerts, where banks and credit card
community events, venues and the favorclient level," he says.
companies, among others, buy sponsorships.
able weather itself as aforum for generating
WGCI produces anumber of concerts as
Grossman also advised his radio peers to
station revenue.
programming-driven events at Chicago's
remember that Back to School business hapIf you'd like to make life easy—and profnew Skyline Stage on Navy Pier. The stapens in July and August. "That should be a
itable—consider some of these sizzling sales
tion sells corporate sponsorships that norbig summertime priority for most stations."
ideas that can make non-traditional revmally do not include commercials. Instead,
One killer sales promotion along
enue streams shine.
WtiC1-1-M's summertime promotions include the annual
Chicago Bulls 3-on-3basketball tournament.
Event marketing
At Chicago's WGCIFM/AM, VP of Operations and Sales Maynard Grossman found a
way to add revenue during summer's typically
sold- out posture for
young adult- oriented
stations.
"We've turned to event
marketing to generate
non-traditional revenue,
especially in the form of
corporate sponsorships
for station events. The
programming and promotion departments don't
mind adding acorporate
sponsor's name to on-air
promos that are going to
run anyway.
Using this, Grossman
says, the stations aren't
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Orban DSE 7000

We Took The Work
Out Of Workstation.
and they'll tell you there's no

digital workstation for radio pro-

comparison. We invite you to

get your DSE 7000. Simply make

duction. Of course it's friendly.

call or fax us for acomplete user's

one tree call.
After all, nobody wants to

There's no setup. No confusion
No trouble. In fact, you can literally

With the DSE you'll produce

plug it in and play in thirty minutes

the best sounding spots in

or less. No training. No computer

one-third the time. it's the easiest

wizards needed.

way to increase your production

The DSE is everything you
need. Ask anyone who has aDSE

'

Harris Allied makes it easy to

The Orban DSE 7000 is the fastest

work harder than they have to.
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
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creativity to awhole new level.
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HEALTH RADIO NETWORK

MARTIN
LEASING

ALL LIVE. ALL TALK. ALL HEALTH.

CO.

9:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. EST Monday - Fricla)

UPGRADES
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FIXED RATE
--- ANTENNAS
LONG TERMS
DIGITAL EQ.
AUTOMATION
• 1- Page Credit Application
STUDIO EQ.
•New or Used Equipment

Three hours of informative and entertaining
programming with the variety and experts
your listeners want. Health Radio gives you the
programs to reach your untapped healthcare
advertising market.

• $ 5,000-$2,500,000

Ask us about our 6English and 6Hispanic language vignettes. Coming soon, a 4- hour block

• 100% Financing— No Down Payment
•Conserves Bank Lines

of family health talk on SaturdayH

•Under $ 50,000—No Financials Required
•Other Equipment, Too!
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201-391-6306
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West: Chris Verbiest
503-656-3820

FAX: ( 310) 274-1905
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EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

HEALTH RADIO, L
TD.
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Sometimes the best
man for the job...
is awoman.
Just ask:

randy thomas

67th Academy Awards,
ABC TV

Ws, Promos, liners, etc.

Horatio Alger Awards,
CBS TV

contact:

Dick Clark's "When Stars
Were Kids", NBC TV

SEV
sutton l berth & vennari

WAPE

talent agents

WBMX

145 south fairfax avenue
213-938-6000
fax 213-935-8671
or call:

1-800-RT-VOICE

2512 E. Thomas Rd.. Ste 9 Phoenix. AZ 85016
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Voice
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KYXY
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game for listeners. Each day for 18 days, liswon't let you do that," she says.
teners will be challenged to play adifferent
In Dallas, anumber of radio stations work
golf hole and compete for golf-oriented prizes.
with local theme parks and other enterTo complete the sales picture, the station
tainment complexes like Mesquite Rodeo,
is hosting agolf tournament for its clients.
Six Flags Over Texas and Wet'n'Wild on
In Richmond, Va., WRVA-AM has added
summertime redemption and promotional
anew sales twist to atypical outdoor sumprograms.
About last summer
mertime event and created
Kathy Rohrer, anew business developAt WMMX-FM Mix 106.5 in Baltimore,
additional sales revment specialist at
Retail Merchandising Director Suzette
enue, according to AE
KHKS-FM ( Kiss) has
Sherin-Desser created astrong promotional
Wendy Goodman. As
generated significant
partnership for Heinz Ketchup with Safeway
in many markets,
summer sales with
stores and the Maryland State Parks.
Richmond has an outWet'n'Wild partnerSherin-Desser convinced the Maryland
door art show, "Arts
ships. The account lets
and p
I
in the Park," that is
the station put up stachu
Heinz underwrote
an annual event for
tion and brand signage,
of
charity. WRVA disdistribute samples and
WMMX-FM's
r
Picnic
in
tributes 5,000 shopdo other promotional
ping bags full of retailactivities," Rohrer says.
partnership with
er coupons and other
The added summer
'Clow Than You Thine
helpful goodies.
incentive in these pro.
hole with red-melee., contemn.. ' Wee lend SW.
Safeway and the
Pith An bee ; we.
WRVA sells the
grams comes not so
coupons to retailers for
much from the revenue,
Maryland State Parks
$300 each. Last year, it
but from the manufactursold more than 20 merers or vendors sold into
chants on the printredemption programs.
only project, grossing
My agency produced a
close to $7,000.
local marketing cam"This is agreat ad
paign for Birds Eye brand
vehicle for small busifrozen vegetables two
Department of Natural Resources to allow
eq rawer oedebo.ord
Aim meet.
nesses, and it has
summers ago in Dallas.
her to print an unlimited number of special
elm Wed etwee
GRUIWWei AINdstie be%
lhrewlDtide e e
turned out to be a
One of the redemption
"carload" admission tickets ( with an $ 8
NM%
PW.
't Put teen» mod thee* Mi'
fl
very good prospecting
points was Six Flags
value), good on summer weekdays at any
i
tool for the station to
Over Texas, where conMaryland State Park.
help find new adverThe Parks Department received alot of sumers got a $ 7 distisers," Goodman says.
count with aBirds Eye
promotional exposure on the station as well
28- ounce
Squeeze Bottle
Another summertime
proof of purchase.
as in major newspaper ads run by Safeway,
•SAVE 60$
sales opportunity that
Several Dallas radio stain return for the admission tickets.
exists across America
tions shared Birds Eye's
Another unique aspect of the promois with auto race
$40,000 special sumtion—which could lead to other sales
tracks, drag strips and
mertime radio budget by
opportunities—was the printing of 100,000
speedways. WRVA
providing promotional
litter/trash bags with the Heinz Ketchup
takes advantage of this
partnerships.
logo and message, which were given out at
in Richmond by sponselected state parks. This big idea was a
soring acar and its driNon-traditional
summertime sales success for Mix 106.5:
ver at Southside
Another Dallas station
Heinz underwrote the entire program for
Speedway, and is then
getting asales jump on
$40,000.
able to stage avariety
summer is KLIF-AM.
of sales promotions
Sabrina Bunks, local
Promotional partnerships
tie-ins.
sales manager, credits a
Obvious summertime advertisers like
As you can see, there are plenty of good
seasonal golfing sales promotion
water parks, and amusement and theme
with bringing in 12 new advertisers, many
ideas to stimulate your thought process
parks can also help stations find new
about harvesting new business this summer.
of whom were non-traditional clients.
dollars through promotional partnerMake hay while the sun shines and make
This summertime sales promotion is
ships, in addition to their normal ad
summer's sunshine asales success for your
multi-faceted and multi-media. The station
schedules.
will print 75,000 copies of a"Golf Guide"
station.
In Houston, KIKK-FM/AM has profited
from its association with Splash Town, a to area courses and tournaments. Around
Bob Harris is aDallas-based sales and mar50,000 of these are mailed to KLIF Club
major water park destination. CaIly
keting consultant. His broadcast services
Card holders and local golf and country
Simpson, account executive, says the outinclude inmarket sales training, seminars and
club members. The additional 25,000 will
let is easy to work with on proof-of-purhands-on new business development. He is a
be distributed at retail golf outlets and
chase redemption programs. "They will
regular correspondent for The Radio World
sponsors.
even let you bring the actual wrapper or
The station will also play an on-air golf Magazine.
package to the box office. Most places
those lines was atie-in with WGCI and
the Nordstrom department store chain, in
which ayouth-oriented fashion show was
hosted by the store with vendors paying for
the program.
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TECHNIQUE

Tele-Sales Give
Station a Lead Over
Higher-Powered Competitors
by

T

his is the story of aradio broadcaster
who was one of the finest smallmarket managers I've ever known,
not only for his breadth of knowledge coy-

Don

k

nn

ering all phases of radio, but for his community service and personal values.
He was also innovative and hard working, two qualities that were combined to

The

litzeT

Generation
All Digital

Come hear CRL's new
all digital
D P- 1 DO in action!

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
+1/602 438-0888 Fax + 1/602 438-8227
Circle 89 On Reader Service Card
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creatc aprofitable and innovative telephone sales system. Selling radio time on
the phone isn't new, of course, but Jim
DeVan turned it into aconsistent source
of income in the early 1980s for his
WZAL in the sleepy bedroom community
of McDonough, Ga., 28 miles from
Atlanta.
Local sales only
Since the community was under the
umbrellas of dozens of high-power Atlanta
signals, WZAL had little chance of being
included in metro area agency buys, and
certainly was not considered for national
buys.
Sales had to be local, but how do you
create sufficient volume with one
owner/manager/salesperson and ayoung
woman fairly new to radio sales comprising the entire sales staff? That woman,
Jocelyn Beaupre, now one of Atlanta's top
radio salespersons at WSTR-FM, Star 94,
recalls her first job in radio as DeVan's
first "phone lady."
"Every morning when I'd come to work,
there would be 10 to 15 carts stacked up
on my desk, right beside the cart playback machine connected directly to the
telephone," Beaupre says. "Jim came in
early, tore ads from the newspapers and
ad-libbed spots for likely advertisers, generally using background music from a
stack of disks he kept in the production
room.
"I'd phone the prospect, tell them Ihad
something I'd like them to hear and play
the spot early in our conversation. When I

asked them how they liked it, Icould usually judge from their reaction how to proceed. Ithink the spots went for about $3
each, and we closed about 50 percent of
the people we called."
Face to face
The billing from those
$3 cold telephone pitches would amount to as
much as $ 11,000 a
month. When she'd go
out to get payment for
the spot(s), Beaupre
would meet the client
face to face for the first
time. From there, about
one in 10 of the random
clients developed into
regular or semi- regular
advertisers. About half
the day would be spent
on the phone, the rest of
the time she'd call on customers in person.
Obviously, this approach to selling radio
over the phone takes agreat deal of work,
especially putting those 10 to 15 spots
together every weekday morning, but if
the talent and dedication is available,
income from tele sales in small markets
could mean the difference between profit

DAT, MD or hard disk in today's production environment) give the prospect an
instant idea of what his or her money will
buy.

datsworald"

THE

LEADING SUPPLIER

OF PRESENTATION MAPS
CAN HELP YOU BY

We tend to forget that prospective clients
have no idea how aspot might sound. The
carted phone presentation lets them hear
what you have to say before there's time to
let aclient's lack of creative imagination
take negative hold.
The other factor is the Mom and Pop
retail or service business that's just not big
enough to warrant a
great deal of sales time,
but is aprospect for an
inexpensive continuing
package or aone-time
special sale or offer. The
phone sales factor compresses the usual in-person call time, and has
the added advantage of
qualifying the business
for possible later schedules and sometimes
unearthing those who
might become regular
advertisers.
Sorry to say that a
freak transmitter accident acoupie of years
ago took Jim DeVan
from us and WZAL has
since been purchased
and renamed, but his
and loss. It's certainly an efficient use of a lessons remain valid, and his highly successful phone sales technique continut,
salesperson's time and energies in dealing
be worthy of emulation.
with smaller advertisers.
There are acouple of factors at work here.
Don Kennedy is president of Crawford
Print advertising salespersons have the
Houston Group, syndicator of the two-hour
advantage of showing atangible, readable
"Big Band Jump" and aformer TV and radio
product to the prospect. Likewise, the
station owner.
phone sales use of pre-prepared carts ( or
May 1995
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ON THE SPOT

If 'They're Playing Our Song,'
Did Anyone Ask First?
by
( (

M

r. Michaels, this is Attorney
Soandso. I'm writing you in
reference to your station using
arecording of Beethoven's 9th Symphony
performed by the Chicago Symphony with
Sir Georg Solti conducting. You'll be receiving lawsuits from America, Germany and
England within the next few days."

Flip

Michaels

Then, Ifell out of bed... what anightmare!
However, if your station's production director is producing spots without some vital
information concerning the limits of music
libraries, it could be your nightmare, too.
According to Ben Ivins, assistant general
counsel with the NAB's legal department,
"When astation purchases ablanket

license from BM1, ASCAP or SESAC, it
has secured the rights to publicly perform
the works in the music libraries of those
organizations. These public performance
rights do not include the right to re-record
portions of asong for inclusion in acommercial or to produce a ' derivative' version
of the work, which is normally

calendaR AD I

acomprehensive listing of national and international events

,

y

,

Th
The
Awards
quet, WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York City.
Recognizes distinguished achievement
and meritorious public service by radio
and TV outlets and people. Contact in
Athens, Ga., at 706-542-3787.

10
30th Annual Academy of Country Music
Awards, Universal Amphitheatre, Los
Angeles.

16
Radio License Renewal Seminar, Toledo,
Ohio. Speakers include NAB attorneys,
EEO specialists and outside experts.
Contact Christina Griffin in D.C. at
202-775-3511.

21-24
35th Annual Broadcast Cable Financial
Management Association Conference,

Mirage Hotel, Las Vegas. Theme is "Play
to Win." Last year, 960 financial managers in radio, TV and cable from
around the world attended. Contact
BCFM in Des Plaines, Ill., at 708-2960200.

23-25
M1DEM Asia '95—Hong Kong. The
Reed Midem Organization takes advantage of the dynamic economies of
Southeast Asia and the Pacific Rim with
anew Pan-Asian music industry conference. Contact Reed Exhibition Co. in
Hong Kong at +852-824-1069; or fax:
+852-824-0271.

30-31
2nd Leipzig Radio Show—Leipzig,
Germany. Organizers are expanding the
exhibition floor, streamlining the program and expanding the role of an
East-West Contact Center ( OWK).
Contact Leipziger Messe GmbH in
Germany at + 49-341-223-0; fax: +49341-223-4575.

ax & BDA Conference & Expo,
Washington, D.C. Broadcast promotion
and marketing show, with sessions, exhibit
floor, awards and aradio conference sponsored by The Radio World Magazine.
Attendees from the U.S. and more than
20 nations. Call Promax in Los Angeles at
213-465-3777. See preview this issue.

14

The Radio-Mercury Awards, WaldorfAstoria Hotel, New York City. Total of
$200,000 to be awarded to creators of
1994's best radio ads. Much more ftin than
the Publishers Clearinghouse.
Information? Contact in New York at 212254-4800, ext. 2156; fax: 212-254-8713.
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involved when portions of acopyrighted
song are included in acommercial."
There's alot more involved in using
music clips in radio spots—terms such as
public domain, essential material and
infringement should all be aworking part
of your station's vocabulary.
Our medium is radio
Our medium is radio. Its ingredients
include music, and the music is protected
by law. And as is typical of our nation's
bylaws—ignorance is no excuse.

Since 1978, the duration of copyright protection for apiece of music ( and lyrics) has
been set at the life of the writer or cowriter who survives the longest, plus 50
years. The Copyright Act reserves basic
exclusive rights for the writer/co-writer of
every copyrighted work until he or she
signs away any control.
After the 50-year mark, awork is considered public domain. This means that anyone can re-record the song without paying
any fees or royalties.
To secure protection, awriter/co-writer
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THE BENCHMARK I
For the past 25 years ..

For the NEXT 25 YEARS

International Tapetronics Corporation, 2425 S. Main Street, Bloomington, IL
Phone: (800) 447-0414, (309) 828-1381, Fax: (309) 828-1386
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must submit either awritten copy or
recorded copy of the complete composition, along with aform and $ 10, to the
Library of Congress, which in turn assigns a
"copyright number" to each composition.
Beyond that, the details can get kind of
warped. For instance, if anyone has previously copyrighted the same work, the
Library of Congress just certifies—in case
of afuture conflict—the specific date the
work arrived. If anyone else has submitted
the same or similar work on aprior date,
the earlier claim of ownership prevails.
For either to claim infringement, four or
more measures of the two compositions
must be identical.
Obtain clearance
trout your station's perspective, it is
absolutely necessary to obtain clearance
when using copyrighted material ( which,
incidentally, does not include song titles,
lyrics without music nor chord progressions
without melodies), from commercials and
concerts to paid promotional spots.
For example, "Join us after the show at
Flip's Pub—just flash your Def Leppard
ticket stub and..."
Sorry, but Def Leppard never intended to
promote Flip's Pub. Produce it with Def Lep's
music and you could get sued. Following are
some tips to follow when considering the use
of non-original music in advertising:
A Start with the advertisers. Make them
aware of the potential danger of using an
artist's copyrighted material in their spots.
A If it's aconcert spot, chances are, you're
in the clear. But never assume. It only takes
aminute to check and see if the advertisers
are connected with the promoters.
A Maybe your client insists on using the
"Jaws" theme on the spot. Maybe it's abig
client. You need permission. ( OK, I'll help
you this time. Call the Harry Fox Agency
in New York, 212-370-5330.)
Costs for obtaining the necessary rights
depend on the size of your market and
length of time the commercial will air.
Traditionally, this runs from $ 1,000 to—
gulp—$ 25,000.
Adds the NAB's Ivins, "Obtaining the
necessary rights and clearances to include
popular songs in astation-produced commercial entails considerable time, effort
and expense. Accordingly, if advertisers
approach you with such arequest, you
should tell them up front what time, effort
and expense may be required, and you
should figure these into the value of your
production efforts."

Flip Michaels is production director at
WAVA-FM in Washington, D.C.

What is
Packaged copy, bits,
program logs, local options,
playlists in flexible format
for seamless rejoins and
accurate time checks.
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Localize
National Shows
Deliver Targeted
Commercials Instantly
Delayed Broadcasts
No Transcoding
Update Breaking news
Remote Live Assist or
Automation
Affidavit services for rapid
billing/cash flow cycles

Think of it as an
audio fax machine!
An audio fax machine so powerful it can deliver CD-quality
radio programming, music, news, commercials, or
production instantly to individual stations, regions or the
entire country. The basic Dar' PC platform comes with
information storage capability greater than 6CD-ROMs,
and is expandable to greater than 100. Aproven winner in
the field for over ayear, the DaX" is the only store and

Works with Satellite, ISDN,
Switched 56 or Phone Lines

forward system that's already operating successfully in the

Audio Waveform Editing,
Text Editing and Graphics
Available

(eq)Ún t
Tt VIRTFX

real world. The first and still the best.

Let us customize the DaX system to your application!

o Systems. Inc
California
P.O. Box 120
Moorpark. CA 93020
(805) 523-2310 Tel
(805) 523-0480 Fax
181995 Virtual Express Communications. L.L.C.
Patents, copyrights and trademarks applied for.
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see
DS: Now Jitter This
by

W

hile an industry standard for
RBDS—or Radio Broadcast
Data Systems—has been in
place for more than two years now, the
promising technology remains in afrustrating uphill climb for acceptance by radio
stations, receiver manufacturers and, ultimately, consumers in the U.S.
Despite promises of everything from
scrolling call letters and advertiser information to multifaceted displays over computer
monitors, only 250 of the nation's 5,000
FM stations have embraced RBDS so far.
"RDS is wonderful, but Idon't see the technology being successful until the day aradio
station is losing revenue or listeners because
his competitor has this technology," says Tim
Schweiger, vice president of marketing for
Broadcast Supply Worldwide. "Ir will happen

"
8
"ffweirei
ECIAL
eventually, once programming and promotion understand and appreciate the incredible tool they have at their fingertips."
Varied capabilities
In Europe, the technology has been in use
for nearly 10 years, offering automated traffic alert and seamless transmitter switching
between government-run broadcasters (see
related stories).
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Subcarrier Technology Promises
Alternative Revenue, But Most Broadcasters
And Manufacturers Still Hesitate
Here, RDS technology was standardized
in 1993 by the National Radio Systems
Committee as "RBDS." The 57 kHz RDS
subcarrier bandwidth allows the inaudible
transmission of text information to RBDSequipped LCD panels in car and home
receivers.
Already, the capabilities of RBDS—now
being marketed as Smart Radio—are more
varied in the U.S., especially from apromotions aspect. With an RDS encoder, for
example, FM stations can:

for vehicle electronic map systems

A Transmit call letters to home or car RDS
display
A Transmit scrolling messages to Smart
Radio receivers
A Transmit adigital program code that
enables listeners to find astation by format
A Transmit adigital code that allows a
receiver to automatically and unobtrusively
switch between different transmitters,
boosters and translators in order to maintain the same programming for motorists
A Transmit business retail information to
car or home listeners, including, for
instance, arestaurant's name and location,
as well as apaperless coupon, via aservice
such as CouponRadio
A Transmit global positioning information

Innovative applications
Many stations are using RDS in other
innovative ways as well. WYPL-FM in
Memphis, for example, is using the RDS
subcarrier as areading service enhancement for visually impaired listeners.
WTMI-FM in Miami transmits tourist
information for people visiting the area.
In Boston, classical station WBOQ-FM
sends out weather forecasts and advertising
messages via RDS. About 60 National
Public Radio stations are using RDS, many
of them running their schedules and other
information on the scrolling text.
KWNR-FM in Las Vegas takes advantage of
the MusicBoard service, an RDS billboard
built by Specialized Communications

May 1995

RDS will also put aradio station in compliance with the Emergency Alerting
System ( EAS) that will replace the
Emergency Broadcast System in July 1996.
Although other systems can be used, the
FCC recommends RDS because it can
automatically turn on FM receivers to warn
residents as well as take much of the potential human error out of emergency alerting
through its automation capabilities.

Somminc's 1 ThE

Above the information superhighwe, the Radio Data

IR.

automatically alerted to traffic and emergency conditions. Your clock

System ( RUS), or Smart Radio, brings ecu new information

is always set correctly. Your Smart Radio will even retune te a

through asilent digital channel oroadzast alongside FM

stronger signal broadcasting the same progeam. Elevate your radio

stereo. You see the name of The station you'r3 tuned to. You see song

experience. Visit your 0.enon dealer and

titles and artists' names. YOJ seek program, by tlleir format. You're

see Smart Radio today.
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Imagine adigital audio system that's as simple to use as acart machine
but powerful enough to run an entire broadcast facility.
DDS is built on a multi-user, multi-tasking, real time operating system,
so adding users, applications, and audio channels is never a problem.
Start with asimple satellite automation system.
Then add cart replacement, extra studios, or an LMA—
all without the need to add CPU's or duplicate expensive hard disc storage.
DDS should be your next digital audio system.
elect the digital audio system that's made to grow with your operation.

Rama SYSTEMS INC.

601 Heron Drive • Bridgeport, NJ 08014 • ( 609)467-8000 • FAX ( 609)467-3044
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of Seattle. The billboard, areplica of aDenon
RDS car receiver, is located on Tropicana
Boulevard near the heart of the city's welltraveled casino strip. It highlights the country-formatted station on the actual billboard,
along with various scrolling messages that
include song titles, artists, contests, etc.
RDS's usefulness may become even more
marked as the technology is linked with
potential multimedia applications. DCI—
Differential Corrections Inc.—has about
150 radio stations under contract to broadcast differential global positioning services
over their RDS subcarriers. Some of these
stations also are delivering consumer information like song titles and artist names.
According to DCI CEO/President Ron Haley,
the number of stations will increase to between
300 and 400 by the end of the year, "covering

words: "chicken and egg." That condition
someday soon, radio stations can offer subimplies avicious circle: Radio stations won't
scription-based programming over the RDS
put on RDS until receivers are available, but
subcarrier ranging from sports scores and news
receiver companies will not manufacture the
to traffic and weather.
radios until more broadcasters transmit the
RDS proponents, however, argue that a
signal.
Although there are an
estimated 300,000 or
Equipment-wise, a station
more such receivers in
the U.S., only about six
can spend anywhere from
receiver manufacturers
have committed to the
S1,000 for a basic encoder
technology. Denon is
leading the way with a
dozen models and priupin
mary promotion of the
products. Blaupunkt,
Philips, Grundig and Onkyo also make
DAB datastream is at least five or more
radios, but they are promoted with little
years away from any practical consumer
fanfare. Grundig, howpenetration and that high-speed subcarrier
ever, has sold about
consumers will have to wait for receivers
250,000 shortwave/RDS
just as RDS stations are.
TIMING
V
radios. Delco offers a
10b.9 j . tiNib
C01
BALANCE
high-performance
Opinions vary
AM/FM stereo cassette
Individual opinions vary on the long-term
SALAUCE
SCAN
SEEK '
STEREO
RDS receiver—but only
prognosis of RDS. Group owner Greater
=A
=
SEL
KENNY G
via atoll-free number.
Media has three of its eight FMs on- air
SONGBIRD
SETUPS
SIMI
tiMb
Other manufacturers
with RDS—two in Boston and one in
;ay they are waiting for
Washington, D.C. Milford Smith, vice
000000 ONO
more broadcasters to go
president of engineering, says he is disapon the air with RDS
pointed in the lack of receiver companies
hefore making receivers.
making RDS radios available, but is
Still, there are significant
"enthusiastic" about the technology's
efforts to give the technolpromise.
ogy astrong shot in the
"We really believe that the ability to disarm. The Electronic
play things like call letters and other staIndustries Association, in
tion- related information on alistener's
April, pledged to pay to
radio is going to be very, very important,
The ADS RBDS radio/CD player
equip 500 FMs in the top
especially as that number of receivers
admits to playing Kenny Ç.
25 radio markets with RBDS
increases," Smith says.
hardware, software and
Talmage Ball, vice president of engineering
basically the entire United States."
training, at no cost to them.
for Bonneville International, says broadcastMeanwhile, the first computers utilizing a
The cost for astation to hop onto the RDS
ers should go ahead and install RDS
Smart Radio module became possible
bandwagon is fairly inexpensive, relative to
encoders. "There's no excuse for abroadMarch 1. The card, developed and manuthe outlined benefits. Equipment-wise, astacaster to say that he's waiting around for
factured by Advanced Digital Systems
tion can spend anywhere from $ 1,000 for a radios, because it's only a $ 2,500 capital
(ADS), will work with any 386DX or
basic encoder to upwards of $3,000. Encoder
investment to install the encoder," he says.
greater PC computer with sufficient memomanufacturers now include CRL, Inovonics,
"I think broadcasters ought to go out and
ry and the appropriate software.
Modulation Sciences, RE America and
put RDS on and let the receiver manufacThe ADS system, dubbed Radio Rock-It,
Tectan. Several European manufacturers are
turers follow."
offers two lines of RBDS-delivered text
also in the game, but most of them are not
But Group W Director of Engineerin
over an LCD screen and costs $ 250.
actively promoting their encoders here.
Glynn Walden is still ambivalent about RD
Among its appeals: It would show astaStill, many station managers insist that
Although several of Walden's stations ha
tion's format, artist and song title, and also
they must see more consumer demand and
DCI's global positioning service installed,
an increased number of receivers made
is not convinced that it can enhance a
allow consumers to record and store radio
available before they commit.
tion's bottom line: "If Iwas guaranteed
programming on the computer's hard drive
Broadcaster reluctance also stems from the
was some sort of money to be made off
(this could be downloaded to atape deck).
looming presence of digital audio broadcastwe'd be actively pursuing it."
Not quickly embraced
ing datastreams and high-speed subcarriers for
So what's the problem then? If the technolanalog FM, which will have greater data
ogy offers so many applications, why has it
capacity. EZ Communications CEO/President
been so slow to excel in the United States?
Alan Box is one of the industry's foremost
proponents of its potential, claiming that
RDS's plight can be summed up with three
1
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"Radio means the
world to us - at
Computer Concepts
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Computer Concepts,
serving broadcasters
for over 20 years

COMPUTER
CONCEPTS- THE
POWER BEHIND
THE RADIO
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REVOLUTION.
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What
makes
Computer
Concepts stand out of the pack
of companies now offering hard
disk products for radio? We're
customer- driven, and we have
been since we started over 20
years ago. We maintain direct
contact with our customers
before, during and after the sale.
We're so proud of our customer
relationships that unlike most
other vendors, we'll be happy to
supply our entire customer list to
any prospective purchaser.

STUDIOFRAME
PRODUCTION
IS FAST, EASY.
In the production studio, time
equals money. For the fastest,
easiest multi- track production
for commercials and station
promos, Computer Concepts
introduces the StudioFramer"

COMPUTER CONCEPTS IS TURNING THE
WORLD OF RADIO UPSIDE DOWN

the complete audio workstation,
"studio in a box."

Every

production feature from true
8 track

input

and

output

(expandable to 24 tracks) to time

LAS VEGAS- Visitors to the 1995 NAB convention were amazed to see no fewer than six new

compression, digital EQ and

products for radio from Computer Concepts, makers of DCSTm, the world's leading hard disk system. For

filters is built into StudioFrame.

the first time, one company offers proven products for stations of every size — from 100% live major

Best of all, with its direct

market powerhouses to fully automated local stations — all working together through the DCS

integration with DCS, produced

architecture. Some of these new products, while new to the US, have been in use for years in international

spots can be on the air seconds

markets.., another advantage of Computer Concepts' world-wide scope. With so many products to choose

after completion.

from, Computer Concepts can now custom-tailor aprofit- making system for every radio operation.
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Radio news can be a profit
center with NewsroomTm, the
complete electronic news
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Newsroom
keeps you upto-the-minute.

Newsroom is efficiency. The
system automatically takes both
text and actualities from wire
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ISTRO BRINGS MUSIC
1 SPOTS TOGETHER.
ilways managed commercials and spots
‘estro now does the same for music,
nusic and commercial information and
lindowsTm-based on- screen interface.
to accessing music directly from hard
•ectly with music scheduling database

services, networks and other
sources. A news person writes
and edits copy on screen,
linking sound bites to the copy
— playing the wrong "cart" is a
thing of the past. Editing of
audio actualities is fast and
precise. On- screen prompting
lets talents read final copy right
off the screen. Newsroom is
fully integrated with DCS and
Maestro and can be added to an
installed system at anytime.

CartRackTm is a field-proven
"front-end" to DCS which puts
right on the screen all the carts
your morning ( or other) talent
could ever want, for instant,
no- hassle access. Individual
"racks" of carts can be
programmed for each show —
there's no limit. Talent uses a
touchscreen, trackball or mouse
to " point and play" carts to
three on- screen graphic " cart
machines." Events played from
DCS can be controlled by
CartRack. It's the easiest way to
handle live shows offered by
any hard disk system. Let
CartRack bring order into your
hectic, live, money-maker
drivetime shows, and then let
DCS automation take over to
handle other dayparts.

air talent total flexibility to execute
'le-over- song crossfades. Music
'te., intro and outro countdown
sto news and weather info are

c•minstercoRpowoN
comes

'tires which make Maestro the

b
«
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alive on-air control.
8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, Kansas 66214 Tel.: 913-541-0900 • Fax: 913-541-0169
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DCS from Computer Concepts
has long been the leader in
automating commercials and
spot insertion for stations of all
sizes. But the big news this year
is an unprecedented array of
new products for every facet of
on- air operations, and every
kind of radio facility. All are
field-proven and backed with the
kind of customer service that has
been instrumental in the success
of Computer Concepts.
As your needs change, so can
your DCS-based system. For
example, DCS systems can be
configured to store music,
commercials, jingles and other
audio cuts either centrally on an
audio server or distributed on
individual DCS workstations. A
new option, Audio Central+
distributed audio, offers both
capabilities plus complete failsafe redundancy.
Another new DCS option
developed in response to
customer requests allows the
system to start playing back
material while it is still being
recorded. Perfect for delaying
network news-on-the-hour for a
few seconds or minutes while
giving local headlines first.
All the new and exciting
Computer Concepts products
integrate seamlessly to DCS.
It's your assurance that —
whichever components you
choose to make up your DCS
system today — your system can
be expanded tomorrow.
Large stations or small, simple
system or very complex, today
more than ever, there's one place
to call for total expertise and
total customer responsiveness
in hard disk systems. Call
Computer Concepts at 1-800255-6350 and profit from our
experience.
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Around the World
With RDS
• • • • • • • OOOOOO • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

by

B ev Ma

Across Europe,
Applications More
Developed, More
Readily Embraced

to acknowledge the TA flag by actually
raising radio volume so that aTraffic

Who do you call
when you're
ready for Codecs?

T

he Radio Data System—RDS—
originated from development work
undertaken by several research labs
working under the auspices of the
European Broadcasting Union. It was
originally implemented by various public
service broadcasters, notably in Germany,
Sweden and the U.K., and quickly
embraced by other outlets in Austria,
France, the Irish Republic and Italy.
Their aim was to assist listeners by providing on-screen radio station IDs and by

sending data that could help with automatic tuning, particularly for car radios in
European VHF/FM bands, which were
becoming very crowded.
However, the developers of RDS were
farsighted in their design concepts and
included a large range of features for
future use, allowing for the addition of
features not even conceptualized in the
beginning.
Primary applications
In Europe, with many heavily congested
urban areas, the reporting of traffic and
travel information is akey element of station programming. RDS allows the "flagging" of Traffic Programs (TP) and Traffic
Announcements (TA).
The RDS car radio can be automatically
tuned to aTP station or set by the listener

ks

Announcement can be heard.
Some large network broadcasters like the
U.K.'s BBC have implemented the
Enhanced Other Networks ( EON) feature, which allows them to send data to
RDS car radios giving explicit information
about Traffic Announcements on other
local BBC radio services. In this instance,
an RDS car radio, if set by the listener,
will automatically re- tune to pick up the
local information and revert to the original frequency after the voice announcement has finished.
Several other countries are now implementing this technology, which is available
in most high-end RDS car radios.

R

adio broadcasters call us from all points on the globe
when they have questions on radio remotes, sn, or
Studio-to-Studio links using SW56 and ISDN. Why? Years
of experience, an unblemished reputation for integrity and
objectivity plus the broadest line of codecs and technology including the lowest-cost, full bandwidth systems available.
With G.722 and apt-xto the widely-used ISO/MPEG Layer II
algorithm, we can provide you with the best-sounding,
most cost-effective and ruggedly built solution for your
application.
You may have heard that codec remotes
are "as easy as " When you find
Call or fax to take advantage
it's not quite that simple, we're just a
of our additional support:
toll-free call from anywhere. You'll get
•Convex ACCESS the kind of support you didn't think
application-based
was still possible - knowledgeable,
newsletter
direct and personal. Ask any
•Fax-on-Demand-extensive
Comrex customer.
library of technical and
applications information
U.S. 1-800-237-1776
•Contrex Users' Forum
Network on CompuServe
•Comrex Handbook on
"Digital Telephony"

UK 0800 96-2093
Europe: Request
your free Cornrex
calling card.

,dh

œNiniM.
OWK

8

Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
508-263-1800 • Fax-on-Demand 508-264-9973 • Fax: 508-635-0401
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Move Up from Carts to
Touchscreen Digital Audio
:13
Play Any Audio at aTouch

Nothing else makes radio as fast or easy as
having all your spots, sounders and sweepers start
with your fingertip— always on-line and ready to
play from hard disk. And nothing else makes
your station sound as good or as exciting as
touchscreen digital and creative talent with the new
Scott Studio System!

12:15:38P

:01/0:23/C

PRO DA0105 12:15:4

Bob Stevens/Gail Lightfoot

San Antonio Traffic Report
Q.

Auto

8( the Outer Belt

:00/0:30/C TRF

DA2608 1

World's Easiest Contest
Q:

IKnow the Answer!

:00/0:18/C

PRO 102214 12:22:42

Burger King $ 2 Breakfast
Q.

RI

ILove This Place!

:00/1:00/C CM DA1103 12:23:43]
K- Mart Photo

Finishing

SB 1

Q: Across from Eastland.

On the right, 18 " hot keys" start unscheduled
jingles, sounders, effects, comedy or promos on
the spur of the moment. You get 26 sets of 18
user-defined instant " hot keys" for your jocks'
different needs.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Copyright 1995 by Scott Studios Corp.

Q: Super Stars and Super

Here's how it works: Six buttons on the left of the
17" computer touchscreen play what's on your
program log. Scheduled spots, promos, PSAs and
live copy come in automatically from your Scott
System Production Bank and your traffic and copy
computers. You see legible labels for everything,
showing full names, intro times, lengths, endings,
announcer initials, outcues, posts, years, tempos
and trivia. Your jocks can rearrange anything easily
by touching arrows (at mid-screen), or opening
windows with the entire day's log and lists of all
your recordings.

Large digital timers automatically count down intro
times, and flash at 60-, 45-, and 30-seconds before
endings. You also get countdowns the last 15
seconds of each event.

!
W MContest Win

A
A
A
A

:01/1:00/C COM DA4310 12:24:0) j

19

Jingle
Q. Q-102.

:00/0:06/C JIN DA1037

12:25:01

The Scott Studio System is your best way to make the move to digital audio and eliminate troublesome
carts. Each button on the touchscreen plays whatever you want instantly. All scheduled spots, jingles,
promos and scripts come in from your traffic and copy computers.
12:21:311A
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7-103 Congratulates the latest
Winner in our 'Win It
Can Buy II" Contest:
Dave Scott of Dallas
has won the CD of his
from
Blockbuster Muck.
Stand by...YOUR chance to Win i
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The World's Fastest Playback!

Live Copy On Screen

'ouch either of the two buttons at the top right of
.r main screen to see our "Wall of Carts" with all
.r audio on-line! Touch the sound, spot,
promo, PSA or comedy you want and it
%stonily. Or, you can put it anywhere you
the day's schedule. Audio is displayed
ways you like.

Sound Better With Digital Editing

Live tags, weather, promo copy, music trivia,
contest copy and winners' lists automatically pop
up on your Scott System's screen.

Scott Systems' graphic waveform editors work
wonders with phone calls in the air studio and
creative spots and promos in production.

System also gives you a "Make Good"
"s quick and easy to reschedule missed
T1OS.

uests from Hard Drive
'ar option is a9gigabyte disk with
The audio quality of the Scott
meets or beats the best CDs.
10 songs from CDs off your
n requests from the Scott
"Wall of Carts" with music
Ings are displayed by title,
or any ways you like.

The Best Digital Audio
When spots, promos, PSAs, or any other digital
audio events are recorded, they're immediately
playable in all your Scott System air studios.
Nobody wastes time carrying carts down the hall
or redubbing spots for additional stations.
One question you don't have to worry about
with the Scott System is "What if it breaks?" The
Scott Cart Replacement System comes complete
with every spot and jingle stored redundantly
on two hard disks with asplit-second switch to
the "hot standby" computer and its own backup
audio
outputs!
You
get
touchscreen
convenience,
digital
quality,
and
backup
redundancy for no more money than cart
machines and commercial carts.
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Your Best Investment
The Scott System leads the industry with the
biggest broadcast groups like Shamrock, Alliance,
Salem, Saga, Liggett, Regent, Tichenor, Heftel,
Waterman, Max, Atlantic, and Rawlco in Canada.
Our major markets include Detroit, D.C., Dallas.
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, San Diego. Denver.
Oklahoma City, San Antonio, and others large
and small from Bangor to Bakersfield.

Seat Seueekt

ewe/4
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 300
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
8 0 0
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Throughout Europe, more than adozen
sufficient number to begin offering a
projects are geared toward delivery of the
financial return.
next-generation traffic information fea Costs associated with the task are much
the same as they would
be for astandalone nonRDS paging network—it
Developers of RDS were
can be quickly set up
and will provide profits
farsighted in their design
to the radio station and
a paging
service
concepts and included
provider.

features forfuture use.
ture known as TMC, or the Traffic
Message Channel. This innovation will
not only appear on RDS tuners, but is
likely to be part of Digital Audio
Broadcasting receivers in the future.
TMC is ameans of sending languageindependent data tagged so that listeners will receive audible messages relevant only to their personal journeys in
their native language, regardless of the
country they are driving through. In
other words, aGerman touring various
parts of the continent in his car could
utilize his RDS receiver to assist with
travel directions through major thoroughfares, consistently in the German
language.
Large-scale trials
Large-scale trials of the technology are
expected to begin late this year and continue through 1997. One major unresolved obstacle is deciding who will pay
for such aservice, but in any case, broadcasters will have an important role as the
final transmission provider. Moreover,
there may well be revenue-earning potential for them if the traffic information
proves to be commercially useful ( see sidebar on TMC, page 53).
In some countries—notably France—
RDS was originally implemented with
the intention of strong revenue- earning
potential. TéléDiffusion de France
(TDF), amajor transmission operator,
recognized the potential for anationwide RDS paging service based on the
extensive transmission network it
already provided for broadcaster Radio
France.
The RDS paging service provides countrywide capability with small pocket
pagers that have the capacity to display
both numeric and alphanumeric messages
up to 80 characters long, as well as the
usual bleeps. Now in service for several
years, the subscriber base has reached a

Third party
Another use of RDS is
to transmit data transparently for third parè

t4 1) • 1

ties. In the Irish Republic, one early
application of this technology that has
been running for many years, is the
transmission of credit card data from a
central database to individual retail outlets. Each was equipped with aspecial
RDS receiver with its own database,
connected to an intelligent point-of-sale
terminal.
According to Radio Telefis éireann
Project Manager Tony Halford, "Our RDS
data system has been extremely reliable
and, as the broadcaster, we have had virtually no trouble carrying this service for a
third party. The required data capacity
within the RDS datastream is

t •

t
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Is Your News Feed
Eating Away
Your Profits?
United Press International's radio network is
substantially less expensive
than your current news feed!
How?

For starters, UPI has no required packages. You pay for only

the programming you need. With UPI you're never charged for
special events coverage. And, UPI has no multi-year contracts.
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

UPI offers news 24 hours aday, sports 16
times aday, and business all day long,
including morning reports live from
London, all without network commercials.
We also have the industry's widest variety
of one- minute features that are topical,
timely and keep listeners interested.

Call now to find out
how much you can save
by gaining the UPI advantage.

(800)
503-9993
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• • • • Products & Services • • • •
UNIVERSALSC PC

SCPC BROADCAST
AUDIO RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency- agile receiver, direct channel
entry by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1,
wide/narrow bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 9501450 MHz, line output 600 ohms, muting, transponder
agile, LNB power supply, 50- channel memory, full
haseband output, high-quality audio. Every needed feature
at asensible price ( lowest in the industry). Write or call
for full information on this quality receiver—the answer
for your station. Networks call for prices.
Phone: ( 614) 866-4605
Fax: ( 614) 866-1201

UNIVERSAL

i\ Broadcast Industry

BEST
BUY
Cartridge Reproducer
Mono Play

Stereo Play

$1050 $ 1150
(F.O.B. Factory - US. $)

ELECTRONICS, INC .
Communications Specialists

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232
READER SERVICE 141

RELIABLE / RUGGED
PROFESSIONAL DESIGN

**.. Attention
Advertisers
Reach 14,000+ broadcast equipment
buying prospects at AM, FM and AM/FM
radio stations, networks and groups,

DL Series

recording studios, engineering and
consulting firms every month.

Products & Services Showcase
appears in every issue of Radio World
Magazine. To advertise your product or
service, contact Christopher Rucas at

RADIO WORLD MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, Va 22041 USA

Tel: 1-800-336-3045 )
FAX: 703-998-2966./

AUDI-CORD CORPORATION
1845 West Hovey Avenue
Normal, Illinois 61761 USA
Phone 309-452-9461
Fax 309-452-0893

Available Through Your Regular Distributor
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quite small and an application such as this could be
engineered to use more capacity overnight when
other uses are low."
This, of course, is one of the big issues when considering RDS applications. To achieve the highly reliable performance required for RDS car radios, there is
only avery limited capacity for data services.
Nevertheless, by clever compression and encryption
software, another new service called EPOS was
launched in Sweden in late 1994, offering differential
correction data for pager users to improve the accuracy of information. This technology has many commercial uses.
Now that RDS tuners for the home have reached
the marketplace, yet another RDS feature called
"Radio Text" is possible. The original idea of Radio
Text was to provide information about programs as
they progressed. For example, it would be possible to
relay the libretto of an opera as it was sung or to convey phone-in telephone numbers during aprogram.
"Radio Text"
Several radio stations in the U.K. are now transmitting Radio Text. While most carry simple messages
about the programs on-air, Melody Radio has cleverly
connected its playlist computer to an RDS computer,
which generates details about the CDs the station is
playing interspersed with station promotions.
U.K. commercial station Classic FM has also tested
this technology, and stands by its potential. "RDS
Radio Text is set to become avaluable new service for
our listeners who like to know details about the music
we play," says Technical Director Quentin Howard.
Some European countries have also looked toward
RDS as asimplistic means of providing awarning system for nationwide emergencies. The RDS
Emergency Warning System ( EWS) was jointly developed by European and United States interests for use
in areas of potential vulnerability.
Typically, EWS systems are implemented in areas
near substantial oil refineries, chemical or nuclear
works. But the EWS feature allows considerably more
data to be conveyed to public service emergency organizations. In addition, testing of the EWS can be carried out without any disturbance to normal programs.
There also exist awhole array of optional RDS features that broadcasters might consider as suitable candidates for inclusion in the RDS datastream. Longterm strategies, however, will require careful consideration about potential revenue versus the public service benefits of data services.
In any case, RDS is already proving itself avaluable
resource in Europe that costs little to install, yet
promises unheard-of benefits to the broadcast medium
and anear-guarantee of future revenue streams for the
industry.
Bev Marks is abroadcast engineer with more than 10
years' experience in RDS systems developments. He currently works as afree-lance advisor on RDS systems, is
co-editor of the RDS Forum Newsletter and aregular
contributor to sister publication Radio World International
newspaper.
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In the Here and
ow, TMC Helps
Get You There
h r

eni

e

Roos

'm driving my car from Amsterdam to Paris. Before Idepart, Igo to
t
, the nearest gas station to fill the tank and buy aTMC—or Traffic
Message Channel—"smart" card for my route to Paris.
'
As soon as Iinsert the card in my TMC car radio, all the traffic informa'on valid for the route I'll be driving is picked up and updated continusly. It selects only the information I'm interested in for that route. Even
when Icross the border toi Belgium and later to France, the TMC radio
automatically switches to another radio station providing TMC.

C

iE$I

Tome 1141.111,

Salle
11.1.111•111.

This ensures that Iam continuously updated on the actual traffic situation,
instantly, whenever Iwant lit. Best of all: My radio keeps talking to me in
Dutch, although I'm traveling through other countries with other languages.
*Already under development
It may sound far-fetched, but such technology is already under development and expected to be uP and running in Europe within five short years.
Like RDS--which in Europe is already capable of station identification, seamless FM reception and automatic switching to traffic
updates—TMC is adigital coding system. TMC generates aconstant
flow of traffic information on events lite traffic jams or accidents,
notes the locations and reports the consequences.
This information excels over current tráffic reports in Europe, which
are often so long that by the time areporter tells me about the status of
the route I'm driving, my attention has faded.
Further, the traffic information is not constantly available. Updates are
transmitted only every half-hour or so, meaning some reports are often
outdated. Often, atraffic jam you just heard about is gone by the time you
get there or new delays have occurred before you hear about them.
A special radio
A special radio is needed to receive TMC. The most important feature of the TMC is the TMC card, which contains specific
My 1995
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Station Services
BUY-OUT MUSIC - $99

present...

t)ixty CO-seconJ music, i7eJs for

198 :30 &

IDENTITY PROGRAMMING
—Consultant

ce"

:
60 music beds for ....$198

120 production effects "Zings, Zaps
arid

Zoodads for

$99

122 New Lasers 8( Sweepers for . . $99

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, ca I
I

1!J

ni Iif

h.r

VIVf,

Toucfi of Class

Time for aformat change?
FREE DEMOs

Call Identity for

1-401-461-6767
—other formats also programme()
—get ajump on satellite radio—

Ghostwriters (612) 522-6256
(hr

and...

We've got your

alternative...

IDENTITY

i:woui 09 oh Reader Service Cord

Luid

FINALLY!

DUMP

ID Jingles
You Can Afford
Great customized ID jingles
for A/C ( hot, medium and soft),
Country ( hot and traditional), and

THE FILE CARDS

MusicPro
Music Scheduling Software
DOS and Windows Friendly
Interfaces with Digital Systems
Digilink + Format Sentry + UDS

Oldies stations. Over 700 stations
in the US and 8 other countries

30- Day Free Trial

use our jingles! Call toll-free

800-451-KENR
(5367)

La Palma Broadcasting
(714) 778-6382
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Motor Sports Radio — Goes
the Extra Mile 52 Weeks aYear
I Straight barter/No cash required
/ Satellite delivery/ Galaxy 4SCPC
/ 52 weeks of major league auto
racing coverage
/ Roadtests of American and foreign
cars and light trucks

Doing business
without advertising
is like winking in

Call oui FAX-back line from your FAX today. for
immediate information on Motor Sports Radio's'
weekly " Race-Talk" and -Radio-Road-Tee' programs!

X

eMch.o"t
or FAX Back Line: 607 770 9165
Sports
„di
Enter ' 0' and wait for short tone
° - Enter ' 00001% ', • and hit the
SPORTCOIA ASSOCIATES
80 Zits. Road

the dark... You
know what you are
doing but no one

start button on your FAX!

else does!

Johnson City, NY 137904633
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ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to the Radio World Magazine's 15 , 000+ readers.
Reach group owners, station owners, GMs, sales managers, program directors and
engineers with your message. For infiemation on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-800-336-3045.
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TMC reports
on events like
traffic jams or
accidents, notes
the locations
and assesses the
al1111111L.

$495 Buy- Out

for FREE CD demo now!

e

route information. The TMC radio talks to
you in your own language thanks to abuiltin speech synthesizer.
Several TMC projects are already taking place in Europe. In the Netherlands,
the Dutch government, together with
the NOB ( the Dutch National
Broadcaster)
and
Philips
Car
Entertainment have set up the Rhine
Corridor project in cooperation with
Germany and France. The area for the
project runs from the south of the
Netherlands following the Rhine all the
way to the Swiss border.
A prototype TMC car radio was provided
to 450 test Iktenerç ( mostly mick drivers

May 1995

.md frequent business travelers) to evaluate
the system. Users have to evaluate the
ergonomics of the receiver and, most
importantly, the data received. Results so
far are encouraging—most participants say
they use the system frequently and rate it
highly.
Europe is spending alot of time on RDS
standardization for data protocols and
information contents. Manufacturers are
working together to ensure that the
TMC card works in any manufacturer's
product. Agreement on the various standardization issues is expected toward the
end of 1995.
Soon after, manufacturers are expected to
introduce their first-generation RDS-TMC
radios. As with RDS, these radios will
probably be expensive in the beginning,
due to the large amount of memory needed
for data and the speech synthesizer. In
time, as sales increase, prices are expected
to decrease.
lemke Roos is managing director of Mix
Down Audio, amarketing and communications consulting firm for manufacturers and
distributors in the Netherlands. He is aregular
contributor to Radio World International.

A cast of performers.
For more than 20 years, Inovonics has met the everyday
needs of broadcasters the world over with sensible,
top-quality broadcast products at down-to-earth prices.
222

Asymmetrical AM Low-pass Processor

Guarantees U.S. NRSC compliance, or is available in
several versions for international shortwave service.
250

Programmable 5-band Stereo Processor

Gated AGC, 5- band Compression and EQ, split- spectrum
Limiting—all with colorless PWM gain control. Manually
pre-program 4 processing presets, or place entirely
under computer/modem control via RS- 232 bus.
255
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" Spectral Loading" FM Processor

Triband-PWM Stereo Processor for contemporary music
formats. Gated AGC, 3- band Compression and Limiting;
unique " Spectral Loading" feature for a very aggressive
sound.
260

Multifunction FM/TV Processor

Stereo AGC - Compressor - Limiter ideal for TV- aural
and budget FMs. Split- spectrum dynamic control.
715

" DAVID" FM Processor / Stereo-Gen.

AGC - Compressor- Limiter, plus clean Digital Synthesis
of the multiplex baseband signal.
Internal RBDS/SCA
combining; amazing performance at low cost!
705 & 706

Digital Synthesis Stereo Generators

Choice of a no- frills, basic Stereo- Gen., or a full- featured
unit with metering and remote control.
Both have
patented overshoot compensation and a clean sound.
530
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Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor

Tunable Mod- Monitor gives accurate measurement of
total mod., pilot injection, stereo separation, etc. The
peak flasher, metering and alarms may be remoted.
550

The " Sentinel" Monitor Receiver

All- mode radio tunes AMAX-spec C-QUAM ® Stereo,
FM/FMX ® Stereo and all analog and digital RBDS/SCA
subcarriers.
Comprehensive audio diagnostics permit
off-air evaluation, comparison and analysis.
Coming soon: An easy- to- use RBDS Encoder, and a Monitor/Decoder for use with any FM Mod-Monitor.

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 • TEL: (408)458-0552 • FAX: (408)458-0554
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AUTOMATED FM
ANTENNA PATTERN
MEASUREMENTS

Cellcast
REMO•E

System ( GB). and our hi- tech airplane, let us

• Easy to Use

show you the signal your station is really

• Reliable

transmitting. We measure each and every degree

• Cost Efficient

of both the horizontal and vertical patterns. Your signal is your
)

STUDIO

THE CELLULAR DIFFERENCE

lising the Dept. of DefLnse Glob d Positioning

▪

BROADCAST

• Portable
• Flexible

most important asset! Don't
guess. Be sure you're getting the

Technology & convenience combine to bring

maximum possible coverage. Call us

you on-the- spot remote broadcast capabili-

today for a brochure or confidential
consultation.

ties with excellent sound quality. Cellular
transceiver, frequency extender, and mixer all

STEPHENS COMMUNICATIONS INC.

in one! Powered by Ni cad rechargeable bat-

Little Rock, AR. • ( 501) 821-5756

teries or AC power supply — utilizes cellular
technology or land lines.
For more information call

1-800-852-1333

I
MP
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ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES
•Eliminate flanging ( hollow room) effect

AIRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

•Eliminate bad room acoustics

ge.

•Hold absolute levels
•Correct voice symmetry

•Front panel input
level select + 4 to -50 dB
•DE-ESSER designed to protect

•Three section variable

pre- emphasis curves

boost and cut equalization
•Compressor/Expander cross coupled
for maximum punch
•Built-in earphone jack

AIR core

•Simultaneous mic level and line level
outputs
•Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

Call your dealer
or cal 214-304-0455 or fax: 214-304-0550

TO THE POINT

Your station is already
on-line with RDS—the
Radio Data System. What
do you expect to gain from
its implementation?
Mike Ginsburg

John Blassingame

General Manager

General Manager

KWNR-FM, Las Vegas

WGAR-FM, Cleveland

Format: Country

Format: Country

Finally, asolution to radio "intangibility." Radio goes visible
with RDS! Readout screens on Smart Radios now allow radio
stations to print out the names and titles of songs.
The applications for RDS technology are staggering. Besides
printing out call letters and slogans, stations can contact listeners with contesting information or create anew revenue
stream with advertiser messages.
At KWNR-FM, we've found an added benefit. Using RDS
technology, in cooperation with Denon Electronics and
Specialized Communications, we have made billboard advertising interactive for the station. Drivers now see what songs
we're currently playing on our MusicBoard. Static outdoor
advertising is made interactive with RDS.
Folks drive by the MusicBoard ( see photo on page 44.) and
tune in to see if we're playing what we say. Others see an
artist or song they love and tune in. The MusicBoard is ever
changing and gives the driver areason to do something when
they see it.
Using RDS's cutting edge technology sends amessage to the
market about KWNR's commitment to excellence, and supports the perception that we are ahead of the market.
The future of RDS is as broad as we choose to make it. It is a
new conduit to listeners, and it can carry alot of information.
With the Smart Radio, the industry has created amini entertainment system on the dashboard of the car or in the home.
Really, we are just now beginning to discover what can be
accomplished with RDS.

We've had RDS alittle over ayear. We were approached by
RE America and they convinced us that this was cutting-edge
stuff and have worked closely with us since we were the first
in the market to go online with it.
Since, we've given demonstrations for other stations and the
Ohio Association of Broadcasters. It's been very impressive.
Right now, we're rotating 14 radio text messages, but Iforesee any number of uses in the future—and many of those
applications can make money for the station.
Isuspect there will be some possible uses of RDS with the
new EBS system, EAS, which will at least save money. We're
currently developing aprogram for Northeast Ohio, and
down the road, we also plan to utilize it with traffic
announcements and weather alerts, which certainly can be
sponsored or sold.
We would also like to integrate commercial messages and
promotional messages, which could be sold. If we are going to
send two of our DJs on aremote, for example, we'll put that
into the system and tell people, "Hey, go visit Chuck Collier
at noon today out at Midland Mall" or "See us at the IX
Center for the Auto Show."
Ican see where, as part of apackage, you could sell aremote
with "X" number of these announcements that run with it. I
don't know that it would ever take the place of on-air promotion, but who's to say when we sell McDonalds an advertising
schedule, we can't include over RDS, "Today's McDonalds
breakfast special for WGAR Loyal Listeners is...," which runs,
say, three times an hour from 7to 9a.m.
Unfortunately, we're still faced with this chicken-and-egg
problem with RDS. Radio stations in town haven't been
quick to get on it because they say there aren't enough cars
equipped with the receivers; car manufacturers don't want to
put them in because thete aren't any radio stations doing it.
From our viewpoint, though, it's atechnology that
deserves ashot.

SHOW WRAP-UP

NAB ' 95: Digital Becomes
Reality at World's Largest
Broadcasting Convention
hr

Charles

Taylor
Not surprisingly, digital technology wore
the crown for creating the most buzz during
NAB ' 95. In his opening address, NAB
President Eddie
Fritts charged that
by the year 2000,
the switch to digital transmission will be well underway for
broadcasters.
"The changes of our transmission systems
from analog to digital for both radio and
television will be truly arevolution in
broadcasting," he said. "Broadcasters
1*-

USA Digital Radio Triumphs with
Demonstration of AM and FM Systems

W

hile NAB ' 95 demonstrated a
concerted effort to extend its traditionally technical convention
outside of the engineering realm, there's no
question: Technology still made the news.
In all, 83,408 attended the April 9-13
National Association of Broadcasters show
at the Las Vegas Convention Center

(LVCC), a17 percent increase over NAB
'94. From that total, 17,524 came from outside the U.S.
In addition to sessions, speeches, luncheons
and awards, some 990 radio, television and
multimedia companies displayed their latest
innovations across 550,000 square feet of
exhibit space in three separate halls.

OUR MAJOR LINE UP MEANS
YOUR MAJOR SUCCESS!!
MAJOR

TALK.

SPORTS..
IVIA.-10 F1

Hottest talk shows in the country!

piww
M&

»T

Costar Madden.. ñ'Brhn, Can—'

SWORN/en

0`aX;keTei!
vin

Full service news wire
24- hour news from th..
dio
delivered by satellite & fox largest news staff in D.C.l
stations and Jay Leno!

For more info. call your Major Networks rep @ 800-714-7200
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AS ABITE OF
II IS BRAIN URGER
Operatirg in today's radio environment requires the
sureness of a surgeon's hand and the sharpness o a
scaipel.
In a world where voLr listene-s spenc increasing
Emounts of their time or the Internet, pilEy ng the right
fDrunat us only half of a successful prccedure. Building a
healthy Eudience for your prograrimirg in a rapid'y
changing market is thE other half — anc that's where
the PR3MAX Conference comes
This June, more thar 5,000 marketing CI prorrnotian
executives will gather tc explore the lates: techiiques
and techiologies for ensuring listener tune- in and loilalty to radio statiors in ¡markets large and small. Its your
pro mer ippporturity to see firsthand the Jofoldinj e
Ironic media marketp ace of today .. and tomor-ovv
K.ee3 your vital signs strong in 1995. Fax us today for
our brochure and attend the foremost confererce for
-adl o p-omotion and marketing professionals.
The FFOMAX radio section of this yea-'s confarence
.s p res3 re d by The Radio Worla Magazïn,e.

FROMRX fr DON
CONFERENCE Fr EXPOSITION
LUNE 7-10
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Faicsi —ile: 213-469-9559, Telephone: 213-465-3777

LOG
FOR
Everyone loves Eventide digital audiologgers. They've thoroughly obsoleted

LESS

earlier segment ( or if the tape runs out).
When the tape resumes recording, the

old-fashioned reel-to-reel logging recorders. But for

content of the hard disk is transferred to tape,

some stations, our 24- channel model VR240 is more

maintaining the completeness of the taped log.

than the budget can handle. And many stations will

Two-way compatibility

never need to record up to 24 channels.

There's also a play- only model, the VP204, which is

500 hours, half the price

ideal for the GM's or PD's desk or for the group's main

The Eventide VR204 4- channel digital logger is the

office. And both the VR204 and VP204 can playback

perfect answer. It costs less than half the price of afully

any of the 24 channels recorded on an Eventide VR240.

optioned Eventide VR240! The high density DDS2 drive
of the VR204 can actually record more than 500 hours,

Keep an accurate audio record of everything that

divided among up to 4- channels, on asingle DAT tape.

goes out on your air. Keep

That's twice the record time of our original models.

track of the competition as
well. Contact your broadcast

Eventide'

Built-in hard disk

dealer or Eventide for the full

The VR204 is a single drive machine, yet it can play

story on the economical VR204.

and record simultaneously. That's because it features

Because without an Eventide

Now record

an ingenious built-in hard disk memory module that

digital logger, you really don't

Imo+ hours on

keeps recording even if the tape is playing back an

know what you're missing.

one tiny BAT tape
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NEXT

Eventide
t
he next step
One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, Nil 07643
Tel 201-641-1200 Fax 201-641-1640

designed for the U.S. market. The EBU previously invited USA Digital Radio to submit
the system but developers were not ready.
Andrew went another step and offered to
take the system to Canada, where officials
are also backing Eureka- 147.
Other highlights of NAB '95 included:
A VirteX, anew joint- venture capital
enterprise intent on making aname for itself
in broadcasting, and Infinity, the largest
U.S. radio group owner, teamed up to give
the industry what the groups call anew programming and information superhighway
distribution service—MUSICAM Express.
The alliance, announced at the NAB
show, will provide adigital architecture
through which radio networks, programmers, record companies and advertising
companies can instantly deliver CD-quality
audio and information to 3,500 stations.
The system will be in place by the fall.
"This will enable radio to better compete
in the future than it ever has in history,"
Infinity President Mel Karmazin said.
A Crystal Radio Award winners were
announced at a luncheon sponsored by
NAB and the Radio Advertising Bureau.
Ten winners were cited for exemplary community service from 45 finalists: KBIG-FM,

Los Angeles; KGO-AM, San Francisco;
an integral part of it."
KPRS-FM, Kansas City, Kansas; KZZY-FM,
A NAB announced that next year, the
Devils Lake, N.D.; WPSK-FM, Pulaski,
Va.; KFGO-AM, Fargo, N.D.; KKCSAnnouncing MUSIC AM Express,
FM, Colorado Springs, Colo.; KQRSInfinity President Mel Karmazin, VirteX
AM/FM, Minneapolis; WEAS-FM,
CEO Paul Donahue and Chief
Savannah, Ga.; and WVPO-AM,
Technical Officer Larry Hinderks.
Stroudsburg, Penn.
A RAB President Gary Fries, in his
state of the radio industry address,
said that broadcasters must do abetter job of selling their own assets.
"Radio succeeds because of several
things that the other media just don't
have: an intimacy with the listener
that is second to none. We evoke a
customer loyalty that is envied by
others. We also have affordability. We have
shows registration facilities and MultiMedia
the best opportunity to reach consumers at
World exhibit will move from the LVCC to
their last moments of influence," he said.
the Sands Expo and Convention Center.
A In his all- industry address, Fritts also
A continuous-loop shuttle will allegedly
encouraged broadcasters to position themtame the transition.
selves for anew competitive environment.
A NAB '96 is scheduled April 14-18 in Las
"Our competition is no longer the broadVegas.
caster down the street. It is literally hundreds of service providers from every mediAlan Carter, assistant editorial director/
um seeking to reach the audience that was
audio, and Thomas Pear, Radio World newsonce ours alone. We must focus on the overpaper associate editor/news, contributed to this
all marketplace and make sure that we are
report.
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* highest performance
large graphics display
* AS03 sof4areleackage for
remote- control and automatic tests
*comprehensive two- channel system
* PC- and printer communication

Neutrik AG
Neutrik Zúrich AG
Liechtenstein
Switzerland
Tel 075/2329666 Tel 01/7340400
Fax 075/2325393 Fax 01/7343891

NCV GmbH
Germany
Tel 0941/98041
Fax 0941/999772

Neutrik Marketing Ltd
United Kingdom
Tel 071/7928188
Fax 071/7928187

Neufrik Division of Japon
Ja pan
/541 12551
Fax 03/54112827

e c., «rie

Neutrik Instrumentoti.n
Tel 514/3445220
Fax 514/3445221
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AIR CHECKS

STATIONS

4,

Top 40 DJ's
'`%;:e Never Due!

Stations for Sale

Thei voices are in the collection of
broadcast historian Ed Brouder.

Midwest Top 20 Market Full Time AM asking price $ 1.2 MM Cash
Only Full Time AM in Cape Cod Market $ 500K

(913)

NW 4 Station Group Attractive Cash Flow Multiple on Terms $ 1.3 MM

(801)753-8090

Spokane AM Day 5kw $200,000 Cash

(703) 351-5025

Quad Cities AM Fulltime $ 350,090 Cash

Suburban Atlanta AM/FM with Cash Flow - $ 1.5MM

(703) 351-5025
(703) 351-5025
(904) 285-3239
(904) 285-3239

Georgia Top 150 FM Developmental - $ 1.5MM
South Alabama C-1 FM with Cash Flow - $ 600K

(904) 285-3239
(904) 285-3239

Maryland AM/FM $ 1.3MM Terms
Florida Small Market AM/C-2 FM with Cash Flow - $ 2.0MM

Relive some of the greatest moments in radio from the 1950's
through the 90's. Choose from more than 3,000 airchecks.
Send SIO for our catalogue or $5for osample cassette.
MAN FROM MARS PRODUCTIONS
159 Orange Street, Manchester, NH 03104-4217

Contact the numbers listed above directly for station availability and information.

Media Services Group, Inc.

CONSULTANTS
AC
PROGRAMMING
ult Contemporary variants
Lite + Hot

ordable

Rock + AC Oldies

ices For All Markets

383-2260
(410) 454-3130

AMR OCI9CTION
Jingles & Production Music
Radio and Retail Client Jingles
Production music for the pro!

PALMA
DCASTING

RADIO PRODUCTION:

Just $.1.0 per spot. $ 5 per liner.
National Voiceover Pro. Call for demo.

Tr 713-327-1150

Free demo

H&H Productions
Ph: 800-327-8716

7 E1- 63 E12

VOICEOVERS

TRANSMITTERS
azin
-e:me

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO AND TELEVISION

HE

TRANSCOM CORP.

Box 280068
San Francisco, CA 94128

707/996-5200
202/396-5200 D.C.
707/996-5280 Fax

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

Member AFCCE

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

RYCRAW COMMUNICATIONS
Programming & Sales Consulting

ABE RYCRAW
gaQk adio, Contempokatty Chkistian,
Chkistian Countky, and gospe,Q.
POB

11375, Merrillville, IN 46411

1 kW FM

1978

Collins 831C-2

1 kW FM

1975

RCA BTF 1E2

2.5 kW FM

1983

Harris FM2.5K

1 kW AM 1980

3 kW FM

1980

CSI 3000E

5 kW AM 1977

3 kW FM

1974

Harris FM3H

5 kW FM

1974

Harris FM5H3

5 kW FM

196?

Gates FM5B
RCA BTF 10D

312-845-6732 ( IL)
"cRemplvite qj510 CDPieams Clkitk tka ("
Vition"

10 kW FM

1968

20 kW FM

1976

Harris FM2OH/K

25 kW FM

1975

AEL 25,000KD

Continental 314R-1
RCA BTA 5L

10 kW AM 1974

CSI T- 10-A

10 kW AM 1975

Continental 316-F

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING RATES

1077 Rydal Road # 101

Line ad rates — $1.50 per word

Rydal PA 19046

Display ad rates —
$60 per column inch

800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

Professional cards — $ 65.00
Circle 166 On Reader Service Card
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TRAINING & EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

CC

EQUIPMENT

DISTRNVIOL ®
841 MATRIX MIXER

GMDSS / MARINE RADIO / GROL

COMMERCIAL LICENSE

Nationwide training at multiple locations is ° tiered via
EITN. Elkins Institute is the official examiner for FCC
commercial licensing as aCOLEM and has offered
FCC training classes for 40 years.

TRAINING / EXAMS / STUDY GUIDES
Also offering Fiber Optics &
Industrial Electrical Power
Systems Courses

1111

CALL (800) 435-3486 El"

111MMSYNDICATOAIIIILar

is adaily 2-minute lealure covering technology
issues of most interest to
ON TECHNOLOGY your listeners: computer,
(

sports, consumer products, business, entertainment, medicine, new products & innovations, terminology and more.

lthat JtaL

M Uimes Seem (Mew?

Blend pre-rock Classic Standards with
Nostalgia + Trivia + Prizes
AND, it "
Seems Like Old Times"

L

•90-second story w/30-second commercial spot built-in
•Produced on compact disc
•Available late summer/fall '95
•Barter basis: no cost to your station

2 hours weekly - proven winner!
Demo or info - Toll Free

VINTAGE PRODUCTIONSA
1-800-851-2434

üMore flexible than arouting switcher
o Fully adjustable crosspoints(64 mix potS)
= Creative audio mixing & distribution
11

For more information, contact:
510.769.1515 fax:510.523.6296

MERIDIAN

COMMUNICATIONS
P.O. BOO 87, ALAMEDA, CA 84501 USA

UPCOMING DEADLINES
Deadline for July issue: June 9
Deadline for August issue: July 7
Deadline for September issue:

For more information or ademo. phone 1-800-383-5408
Circle 25 On Reader
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HELP WANTED

ce Card

NOW HIRING!
nz)

M IDWEST SALES M ANAGER
If You Love Radio...And You Love Publishing

And You Can Sell, Sell, Sell...
The world's # 1 radio industry publisher is

WE WANT YOU!
in advertising, sales and marketing. You

looking for a dynamic individual to handle

must be energetic, aggressive, creative,

Midwest advertising sales for The Radio

organized and ( most important) LOVE

World Magazine, Radio World Newspaper

RADIO. You must also live within the territo-

and The Radio World International.

ry and be able to travel.

This job requires five or more years of

We offer a competitive salary/commission

radio industry experience ( station experi-

package, plus benefits. Send resume ( in

ence preferred), and a strong background

confidence) with salary history to:

Carmel King, Sales Director
The Radio World Magazine
PO Box 1214, Falls Church VA 22041
FAX: 703-998-2966
*No Phone Calls Please
—
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A

Facility Spotlight
ABC Radio Networks, Callas
Owner: Capital Cities/ABC Inc.
Formats: six full- service networks, Paul Harvey, ESPN
Radio, long-form programming,
ABC 24- hour formats, ABC News, sports,
and daily and weekly features
Robert Callahan, Pres dent
Bart Catalane, Executive Vice President
David Kantor, Executive Vice President
Bob Donnelly, Vice President Engineering
Mark Kalman, GM Engineering/Program Opera:ions
Margaret Bryant, Director Technical Operations

As striking as the meandering brook in the atrium is, as
breathtaking as the hardwood- lined public areas are, as
impressive as each of 25 broadcast and production studios are, the coolest thing about ABC Radio Networks' new Dallas facility is its
office nameplates.
They're CDs. Plastic CD jewel cases with names imprinted on metallic compact discs.
It's this attention to detail and panache that help make the networks' near-70,000-square-foot headquarters amie showplace. According to
Robert Callahan, president of ABC Radio Networks, "Aside from technical superiority, it's also avery pleasant, creative environment. Our
announcers were involved in the actual studio design and their suggestions have been turned into the most user-friendly studios I've ever seen."
In all, the three-story facility houses 250 employees in 168 offices, including—take abreath—ABC's 24-hour formats, marketing and
promotions, ad sales, programming, research, MIS, finance, engineering and ABC Radio International. It is also the new home of "The
Tom Joyner Morning Show" and "American Country Countdown with Bob Kingsley."
A walk through the studio side of the facility reveals nine custom-designed 24-hour format studios, anews/format studio, three expansion/performance studios, two three-room morning show suites and anumber of digital workstation-equipped production rooms.
"Makes sense," Callahan says. "Our talent is first rate and now they have afirst-rate facility from which to entertain America."
Facility Spotlight offers alook at innovative radio facilities. Share N, or cutting edge with us. Call Frlitfn- Charles Taylor at 703-998-7600.
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Air Corp.
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Audi-Cord Corporation
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BIA Consulting
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Broadcast Programming
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Catspaw Production,
Cellcast Communications
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Eventide
FOCUS on Technology
Ghostwriters
Group W Satellite
Hallaesd Broadcast Services
Harris Allied
Health Radio
Henry Engineering
ITC
Identity Programming
lnovonics
Ken R. Production,
LPG
La Palma Broadcasting
MPR Teltech
Major Broadcasting Network
Martin Leasing
Media Venture Partners
Media Venture Partners
Meridian
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Our friendly, knowledgeable support staff is available
around- the- clock.
For more information call: 800-326-2609

We've taken all we know, all you've asked for,
and the very best of today's technology to
bring you our FINEST AUDIO CONSOLE

TH

E
A- 6000's
open architecture frame
lets you change
module locations
with NO restrictions,
giving layout top priority
and allowing easy reconfiguration as format needs
change. And while Wheatstone
is well known for superior technical performance, the A-6000
surpasses even our own previc us
consoles in virtually every measurement category! The WHEATSTONE
A-6000 has the appearance, features and
power to satisfy the most demanding program
and production staff. Its engineering, performance and thoughtful design will help your personnel
achieve broadcasting excellence.
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